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Assured Governor Curry and Surviving Men in Mine Now Navy Department Prepared Tells Arizona People Not to Steam Yacht Nourmahal Has Icinerated With His Grandson
for Swift Action if
Threatened With
Been at San Juan Since
Pay Attention to Presin Fire That Destroys
People of Immediate
Statehood.
Starvation.
ident Taf t
Necessary
November 14
Home
GOOD ROAD WORK IN EARNEST FIHE

110

loiE

WE'

MARINES HELD

Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Gloom Spreads
Throughout Air
Little Coal Mining Camp
Sullivan Has Two Projects
of Cherry.

Going.
Governor Curry is enthusiastic in
speaking of the visit of the Senate irrigation committee which he accompanied from El Paso to Carlsbad. The
senators were very favorably impressed as they saw the fertile Mesilla and
the magnificent Pecos valleys by daylight. At El Paso, Tex., special efforts
were made to entertain- the distinguished visitors. Every where in Xew
Mexico where they made stops, they
were heart ilr welcomed. In the towns
they were greeted by the school children waving flags and singing and were
given an opportunity to visit the sur
rounding farms. At Roswell, a proees-- l
automobiles j
sion of some twenty-fiv- e
accompanied them on a visit to the
great farms and orchards. Only at Ar- - j
lesia, through some misunderstanding
as to the time cf the arrival of the
committee, no reception had been pre-- j
pi'red. The senators expressed them-- j
selves very friendly to New Mexico!
and Senator Carter assured the people'
that statehood would be granted Xew
Mexico at the coming session of

Cherry, 111., Nov. 2';. Fire in the
second galleries of the St. Paul mine
resulted today in a heavy caving of
the earth blocking the rescue work to
the east. In this section was the best
chance of finding the survivors. The
passage is now so badly blocked that
it will be several days before it is
possible to make an entrance. In the
meantime the men if alive may starve.
The news spread gloom throughout
the village relieved only by better
prospects of exploring the bottom of
the shaft where it is hoped some survivors may be found. The blockade
in the east entry is near the main
shaft. One cave in is followed by
another and the lives of rescuers were
finally so endangered that attempts
to remove the debris ceased and efforts were begun to dig a new passage through the sclid earth around
the fire and piles of soft earth. After
experiencing all terrors of his long
imprisonment and joy of being
brought alive to the surface, David
Hollemchek, one of the twenty survivors, was rescued on Saturday and
died this morning of general exhaustion.

READY TO SAIL

DENOUNCES COPPER

j
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Pervades Criticizes Chief Executive for Wireless Apparatus Would Not Served as One of Missouri's
Expectancy
Bureaus at National
Work This Forenoon on AcFinding Fault With
Representatives
Oklahoma.
count of Storm
Since 1891
Capital

of

Globe, Ariz.. Nov. 2:;. William J.
Bryan, who was the guest of honor at
a banquet here last night, denounced
the proposed copper merger as a combine which would seriously injure the
interests of the small producers and
working men. He also criticized President Taft for his reported advice to
avoid copying the Oklahoma constitution when the people of this territory
drafted the basic law of the prospective new state. '"Do not let the
President of the United States threaten you," he said. "It is much better
that the constitution should fit the
people out side. It is my earnest wish
your sake that the constitution of
Arizona be for-it- s
people and not for
those citizens of Ohio who are simplv
residents here."

Washington, D. C, Nov. 2::. The
navy department is now readv for
any development in the Nicarazuan affair. The troops shin Prairie is ready
to said at a moment's notice from the
Philadelphia navy yard, with four hundred marines. If necessary this number could be increased to seven or
eight hundred in a few hours. The
naval officials are expecting sailing
orders for the Prairie at any time and
would not be surprised if other warships were ordered to Nicaragua.
Every where in the state and navv departments, there is a feeling of expectancy, every one believing that the
lTnited States is about to take decided
steps with respect to Nicaragua.

'

Kansas City, Nov. 23. RepresentaTampa. Fla., Nov. 20. Continuous
efforts since yesterday to confirm by tive David A. Ie Armond, one of the
wireless the report that the yacht best known members of the lower
Nourmahal with Colonel John Jacob House cf Congress and his young
Astor, his son and party of friends grandson were burned to death in the
aboard, is in the harbor of San Juan, destruction of the De Armond home
Porto Rico, have proved fruitless. It at Butler. Missouri, early this mornhas been impossible to establish com- ing. Neither body has been recovmunication with San Juan on account ered and it is believed to have been
of peculiar atmospheric conditions!
incinerated.
Bones, believed to be
The tidings of the Mourmahal's safe- iliose of the Congressman, were found
Other
ty were brought here today by the by searchers, this mcrning.
steamer Harry Luckenbach.
occupants of the house escaped. Mrs.
I)e Armond, wife of the Congressman,
Found No Wreck.
A revenue fainted when she reached the ground
San Domingo, Nov. .
cutler dispatched yesterday to inves-fo- r and IxVanie hysterical. It was some
tigate the reported wreck between time before she could tell what hapthe inlands of Catalina and Saona pened. The first she knew of the fire
was when she heard her grandson
supposed to be the Astor yacht
call that the house was on fire. She
returned
Iliahal.
and
today
reined barely had time to escape with her
STORM AND SNOW
no wreck found.
IN THE EAST.
own life. David De Armond was electCan't Get San Juan.
in ISfil and has served
NO DELAY BY
ed to
Nev York, Nov. 23. The steam, since. Congress
He was born on March, IS II,
CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS.
Fifteen Houses Wrecked in the Town
yacht Nourmahal, with Colonel Astor in Blair
county, Pennsylvania.
of Dexter, Missouri Damage
on board at San Juan, Porto Rico on
Waddie De Armond, the dead boy,
Elsewhere.
Work Will Progress on Elephant Butte' November 11 and was still there on
was a son of James A. De Armond,
Dam Project Despite Legal ComDexter. Mo., Nov. 22. A tornado
the evening of November IV. All were
who lived across the street, and was
struck this town yesterday and dewell on board.
plications in Right of Way
visiting his grand parents. The boy
molished fifteen houses and wrecked
Action.
was sleeping with his grandfather on
Incorporation.
the Stoddard county fair buildings.
the second floor of the house.
FIVE
COMMISSIONERS
toIncorporation papers were filed
Two women and two children were inEl Paso, Tex., Xov. 23. ConstrucIn Mr. De Armond the Democrats
FOR SPOKANE.
day by the Providence Copper Com- SEVERIANO QUINTANA
jured.
tion on the Elephant Butte dam and
one of their leaders on the floor
lost
ROSA.
AT
SANTA
pany of Albuquerque, Bernalillo counFloods in Oregon.
the remainder of the projeet will not
of the house. A man of education,
5S
SnnkMne
VniSiv
V:ih
diThe
is
$1,000,000,
ty
capitalization
Hood River. Ore.. Nov. 23. Disas- be delayed by the condemnation pro- - thousand dollars avear until the non- - wide experience, fluent speech,
he
vided into 100,000 shares. The incor- No Danger of Mob ViolenceStrong
trous storm and floods have caused ceedings that have been brought i'.'inlntion of the ritv hnii h;ive reached llacl become one of the principal re- directors
are:
H.
J.
and
EngEvidence
Circumstantial
porators
Against
great damage on the Oregon Railroad the Socorro county district court to 150,000, after which each of the five sources of his party in all discussings
lish 100 shares, A. P. Wuensch 99
Prisoner.
& Naviagtion Company west of here obtain the
He was
large tract of land for the1 eiommissioners is to receive $7,500 of national questions.
shares, and E. W. Dobson 1 share.
Santa Rosa, N. M., Nov. 23. Sever-ianall telegraph and telephone railroad right-of-waand reservoir. veaiiv is the salarv recommendation dined to be aggressive in debate, and
Notary Public Appointed.
Quintana of La Liendra, San communication and destroying bride- This statement was made bv Mai W of f:.vnr Prattv Km'.ini cmnmltiw in this quality got him into a fist fight
Francisco A, Zamora of Tajique, Tor Miguel county, who was arrested yes- - es. A washout of 500 feet occurred a H. H. Llewellvn. of
,
rv,ic,.a uim i
nh,.rt0r rnr with John Sharpe Williams two years
'
rance county, was today appointed a terday by the mounted police for the mjie west of here,
wreck
the
with
here
,jel"g "s"1 t
United
"in-Sare to !lKOcommissioners
States
causing
Attorney Spokane. The
.
ii i "n-t
MT- - n
murder of Sallie Hutton, near Santa nf a freight train in which the engi-Ros- Iveahy, who has the condemnation pro- be elected at large for these depart- - . wits i."a,uv
notary public.
Aruiunu
was placed in jail at Santa Rosa neer Was killed and the fireman scald-toda- ceedings in charge.
Given Naturalization Papers.
ments. Public safety, public works, was an "spirant for the Democratic
of the House, but the rec- of
the
Naturalization papers were issued
by Sergeant Dudley
ed. It will require 24 hours to re
"With reference to the necessity for public affairs, public utilities and fin- leadership of
Champ Clark effectually
option
ance.
also
recommended
is
that
It
today in the district court to Mrs. Ce- mounted ponce, ine people or banta;st0re communication.
employing additional counsel to assist
put him out of that position.
alcilia Mignardot, of Santa Fe, a native Rosa are quiet and there is no disposicommission
be
the
Blizzard in Michigan.
continued,
park
the United States attorney in the cono.L5!r,ance,'!l.who has Jived in, this, city tion tq threaten the prisoner with vio- Detroit, Nov. 23. The first blizzard demnation proceedings now pending, so that a civil service commission be BOUND OVER IN
cirlence.
The
officers
claim
strong
of the season were reported from sev- - such
many years.
necessity does not exist." Maj.;1)e des,
THOUSAND DOLLARS.
or and act as
te
cumstantial evidence exists against eral parts of Michigan last night. Lake Ideweallvn
Good Roads Work.
said. The smt has been
UlP
as
chalrman of
boardi another
Huron has been swept by a gale.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- the prisoner.
carefully prepared by United States vicp chairman , but evwv rPSoIlltion 01. C. A. Watson Arre ted for Obtaining
It is alleged that he was staying
Tornado in Ohio.
livan is back at his desk again after
and
his
assistants and ordinance must be signed by the may- Attorney Leahy
Money Under False Pretense
Cincinnati. Nov. 23. A wind and infcii in
an absence of several weeks spent on with his uncle, Bruno Chavez, in a
uie sevenm district, court at nl. flrfin mlunr nr tu-r- . numbers nf
at Taos.
cabin
scene
near
murder
of
the
the
rajn storm approaching a tornado Socorro.
Irrigation business in the lower Penas-c- o
j
A1j ordinance legislation1
lh(. board.
a
to
had
the
he
crime,
that
previous
aM
voatowinv
tt,o
riror
rhir
i,n
Pecos
He
and
valleys.
reports that
"The important, thing is the appoint - shall be by ordinance, effective 10
(Taos Valley News.)
,inin!.m,h
work on the' Albuquerque-Sant- a
Fe horse secreted in the canyon where
nK'nt
of tne nrec commissioners who days after adoption, unless otherwise
''('. A. Watson, a director in the
road has started at Santo Domingo the girl was killed and disappeared the- 5n the suburbs. The tow boat G. W. are 10
iiaiu-uisea
necannot
aunraise tne nronertv to ne lucmni, our
Taos Valley Land Company and also
and La Bajada hill in earnest with a nignt or tne day tne crime was com- Dailey, of Marietta, was sunk The condemned
and to see that the evi- - come operative until 30 days after director in the State Savings bank,
mitted.
The
is
a
youth
prisouer
slight
crew
narrow
had
a
A
orsmall force.
escape,
force is also being
dence as to value is secured. Judge their passage. After the commission was arrested here on Wednesday afold. He will have j
Damage at Hamilton.
ganized by Good Roads Engineer ,T. only nineteen years
C.
M. Mecham, presiding judge of the is created, and beginning in IDii, two ternoon on a warrant sworn to by C.
"V. Lewis and Foreman Weaver to his preliminary examination at Santa
Hamilton, O., Nov. 23. A tornado
district would have, nnnointed members shall be elected at tne gen- - V. Browne, charging the obtaining of
seventh
Rosa
Wednesday.
which passed over here yesterday afstart work immediately on the Carri-- j
commissioners
these
before, but he had eral election and three alternately at money under false pretences. The
ternoon caused $50,000 damage to
road. The first work will
action grew out of the purchase of
been called away on account of death biennial elections.
INDICTMENT
AGAINST
barns and outbuildings in the suburbs.
be done on the big hill between Ros-- !
land from the Mesa Land and Irrihis j
IS DISMISSED. Roofs were blown off a number of bus- of a relative in Arkansas.
CRAWFORD
Upon
.well and Pieacho, after which the
return
gation Company, of which company
he
23.
of
of
will
STOCK
the
Xov.
three
COPPER
Dismissal
appoint
"Washington,
iness houses and factories. The wind
Lincoln
Nogal hill will be worked.
Mr Watson is not. now an officer nor
j
men
best
in
Craw- was
who
are
the
the
district
indictment
William
very
POUNDED
FURIOUSLY.
against
One
accompanied by a heavy rain.
county not only has given $2,500 cash
i
stockholder, but who, according to
once deputy auditor for the post- honest
and
who
and
will
ford,
incorruptible
in which eight men were
for this work, but its road supervisors office
building
Mr.
Browne, negotiated the sale. The
rean appraisement that will be! New York, Nov. 23. Amalgamated
prosecuted as a
was blown several hundred '"'ike
have also donated all the work in their sult ofdepartment,
sale was made in consideration of
to
of working
the
fair
owners
the
as
as
well
sweeping
investigation
property
copper stock was pounded furiously water
feet. The men suffered only minor indistrict to the enterprise. Chaves
being put on the land at a certhe Water Users' Association.
postoffice frauds some years ago, was
on the stock market, this morning,
and Mr. Browne's contentime
tain
county will pay for the construction of directed by Attorney General Wicker-sha- juries.
Re-- f
to 87
"Judge Mecham is too well known breaking from 91
Blown Down by Gale.
the road in that county. By eliminatis the conditions of the sale were
tion
with the approval of Postmas-- j
anyone to think that he will make Pi'ts that the proposed merger of not complied with. Hence the arrest
Evansville, Ind., Nov. 23. Wind and
ing the heavy grades on the two hills ter General Hitchcock.
mistake in the appointment of tlle copper properties would have to of Mr. Watson. The warrant was
my
ween
net
mentioned, the rest of the road as now
Crawford was convicted in the Dis- rain caused heavy damage
this
commission to do this important "e abandoned because ot the federal served while Mr. Watson was attendin existence will be passable and will trict of Columbia courts but the con- Boonville and Newberg, Ind., yester- work.
After the commissioners sub- - court s decision in the Standard O.I ing a meeting of the stockholders of
demolish
were
barns
Ten
dav.
be gradually improved.
large
viction was reversed by the supreme
;
:mit
renort
their
the land owner hav case, were said to be responsible for the Taos Valley Land Company at the
'
j. iic t at i
uui oco niiiuu. Tk
Mr. Sullivan is receiving very satis- court of the United States. The of- t a Liu
- tne
of
to the district the sudden decline. Other prominent home of A. R. Manby, and he accomsevin
appeal
right
that
section
stocks were affected and broke sharp
factory answers to the recent circular ficials were satisfied that a conviction was the heaviest in
couri, ine territorial supreme court
eral years.
panied Deputy Sheriff uintana to the
sent to members of the bar asking for could not be had on a retrial.
ly.
J and
to
court
of
the
office of Judge Martinez, where he was
in
supreme
finally
Bad
Chicago.
Day
suggestions J. for legislation that will
j
tne united States,
23.
sleet
and
placed under bonds of $3,000, the
Nov.
Rain
Chicago,
tend to assure the highet use of the
Work
Go
On
Will
bondsmen
AianDy, a. n.
being
Steadily.
driven by a wind that at times regiswaters of the territory.
III
"In the meantime the work of con-- i SMALLPOX
BLACK
Manby and Alex Gusdorf. The case
48 miles an hour marked the
tered
Insurance Notes.
t ;';;:
was then adjourned to ten o'clock
struction of the dam will proceed with
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
out
of
morning when the said C.
The
Thursday
on
interruption.
the
employment
and
Lake
Michigan
throughout
Chaves today returned to the sender
was bound over in the
A.
Watson
one
or
a
dozen
additional attorneys
GANNON'S TOWN lake region. Only a few vessels brav- will not
the papers applying for admission of
dollars to appear
one
thousand
of
sum
expedite the matter one bit.
ed the gigantic waves.
the Colorado Mutual Benefit Associathe grand jury at the next term
before
The
Reclamation
service
engineers
tion. The insurance department has
of court."
have furnished the United States at
CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS
received an application from the OcWith
Blows
all
the
with
MAY BE NAMED. torney
Dynamite
necessary data i Two Bits af Infected Human
up
cidental Insurance Company for per
UPRISING OF HOPI
j with which
he prepared the complaint
mission to engage in industrial and acan Italian's Business
INDIANS THREATENED.
Sent
of
Flesh
Justice
Narin
the condemnation proceedings.
The Choice This Forenoon Had
cident insurance. They were informPlace
rowed Down to Two Members
Peace
"Capt Leahy does not need any
ed that there is nothing in the New
Exaggerated Reports of an Old Story
on Territorial Bench.
assistance, and it is not neces- Mexico insurance laws to prevent
Brought to San Bernardino
them from doing this.
Washington, Nov. 23. No decision sary for the Water Users' Association
Trader.
either-valleBLOCK
DESTROYED
on
ENTIRE
IS
Mexico
of
I
the
to
New.
AGGDMPAN1FR
of
to go
the expense
FTTFR
PiRCFI
governorship
New Railway Mall Clerk.
has' been reached by President Taft of engineering additional counsel."
'
Harold G. Moore, railway mail clerk
San Bernardino, Nov. 23. Robert
although the matter was to have been
Captain Leahy and Major Llewellyn
rooner and two neuhews arrived here
who made his headquarters at Albuup at today's cabinet meeting. were here Saturday on their way to Writer Wishes That Recipient todav from Oraibl on the Arizona- querque running west, has exchanged Damage Ranges From Fifty to taken
It is understood that the choice; now Alamogordo to attend the United
with Mail Clerk Bascomb G. Whorley
Seventy-Fiv- e
Thousand
New Mexico boundary bringing inforCatch Disease and
lies between Chief Justice William J. States court at that place.
a
and has taken the Santa
mation of settlers fleeing from
Dollars
Die.
Mills and Judge Edward A. Mann.
:run on the New Mexico Central.
Indians..
of
threatened
Hopi
uprising
Chief Justice Mills has been no can- RAILROAD PASSENGER STATION
Robert Butler, one of the men, said
Teachers' Association.
differfor
didate
the
but
the
23.
BY
111.,
An
place
Nov.
DESTROYED
,
FIRE.
exploDanville,
Colorado Sorines. Nov. 23. Justice that for weeks the Indians have been
Superintendent of Public Instruction
ence of opinion over the candidates,
of the Peace, A. P. Toombs yesterday restless and last jeek they ordered
J. E. Clark intends to visit the Teach- sion of dynamite in the fruit and has led to a narrowing down of the Blaze
Completely Incinerates Depot received two pieces of human flesh the settlers to leave the region. Their
ers' Association of Guadalupe county, wine house of Joseph Mascari, 30 Col- probable selection, with every indica
at Juncture of Rock Island & El
the mails. Accompanying warlike demonstrations caused a gen- through
which will convene for two days at lege street, early today wrecked twenty-f- tion that Chief Justice Mills may have
,'
'V). Paso Southwestern.
H
was a note explaining that they eral stampede. All homesteaders who
them
Fort Sumner, Friday and Saturday of ive
r
buildings in the business dis- the place if he cares to accept it. It Special to the New .Mexican,
had been taken from a smallpox pa- - j have not left the country have sent
this week, and the Roosevelt County trict of the city. Mascari who is an is said that President Taft and AttorSanta Rosa, N. M.', Nov. ' 21 Fire tient, the writer expressing the wish their families away and have united
Association at Portales which con- Italian, believes the Black Hand is re- ney General Wickersham are much early . this
morning;, completely de- that the judge might catch the dis- to protect their cattle.
venes on Saturday. The program for sponsible for the explosion.
impressed with Judge Mills' qualifica- stroyed that large passenger station ease and die. The county physician
the Fort Sumner meeting is as follows:
The damage is estimated at $50,000 tions for the honor.
used by the Rock Island and El Paso and city chemist examined the grew-som- e FOOTBALL CASUALTIES
First Day Evening.
to $75,000. The block in which Mas-cari- s
Southwestern "railroads.' The origin
contents of the letter, but they
; ., ...v.y, ' AR MANY.
'
store was located was complete- MILLIONAIRE GEORGE
of the blaze - is a mystery.
Shortly have no way, they declared to tell
Enrollment, organization, announce- ly demolished. Bricks "from it were
CROKER IS DYING. after the fire started the entire build whether the Besh contains contagion
New York, Nov. 23. The casualty
Citizens
found ten squares away.
New York, Nov. 23. George Crock- - j ing was a complete mas:; of flames until some animal is inoculated. This record for foot ball this season inments, etc.
'
.''.'
n:
who and burned rapidly. Everything was will be done. In the meantime the cludes 26 deaths, and 69 players inthought an earthquake had occurred, er, the California millionaire,
Plan and Purpose of this Associa-(Continue- and hundreds fled to the streets. Mas has been suffering for a long time destroyed including some valuable federal authorities and city detective jured, with the Thanksgiving day
cari declines to make any statement ( from an Incurable malady. Is dying at records. The damase. amounted to,
department are working on the mys- - ' games yet to be played, Last year
as to threats againsf him...
:
on Page Eight)
his home on Fifth avenue.
$25,000.
only 13 were killed and in 1907 14.
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PAGE TWO.

Turkeys, Chickens,

Sweet

Cranberries,

Ducks,

THE

DAILY

ROUND

UP.

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,
Peas,

I

Radish, Onions,

Beets,

Turnips,

i

JUST OPTIMISM; THAT'S ALL.
(By lxniis E. Thayer.)
Don't give up hoping when, the ship
Koes down.
Crab a spar of sonici bins just refuse
to drown.
Don't think you are dying' just because
you're hit,
Smile in face of danger and hang to
your s''it.

Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,

Cauliflower,

and all kinds of Nuts.

Bannanas,

'

I

Green Beans, Wax

register tickets
with allcashpurchases.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

AP

SEE fOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CALL

Estnblished 1856.

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China,, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER
i

i

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FUREIER

Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Eery

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK

oSck0!

F-

-

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N.

MnTn'di se

M.

b3

1

W001

AND 1RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

j
j

FRESH EGGS

1

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizps,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDg,

Steam

j

MILK

CEEAM

pi

4.00

PRICES'
FROM

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Ifyou wantCa good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO Box

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

D'lD CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

fimmPR

&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Scpara e Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studips resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES Prp;

Undertaker and Embalm
J. DMULLIGAN

T7TTTUT70 AT C Given Careful

Personal Attention

RESIPENOK
NIOHT PHONK
PICTURE

RCT,

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

irn

ppn
offiob;
PHONE

ICQ
"0
AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

I

Coal.

i

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

?6

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

1

WHOLESALE

1

,WE HAVE THEM

g

j

S. SpitZ

4

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

'

Goods.

Ei

pie-cru-

a

8

MIL

sk t

E3

tolene, and have never had a bit of
lard in the house since that time. I
now enjoy my pie, as It does not give
t'tart-bur- n
as formerly."
Cottolene makes crisp, flaky, "dithat tastes good, and
gestible"
does good lard does you harm.

zales and J. Foley were arrested at
Las Vegas for having taken too much
of a cargo on board.
Foley, minus
his coat, went to a restaurant and
there fell asleep. When he awoke,
and having sobered up, he blamed the
waiter for having stolen his coat and
raised such a racket, that the police
had to be called. Gallegos was given
Killed Eight Pronged Deer James eight days on the chain gang.
Taos Valley Land Company Elect
Rea of Jlosquero, Union county, bagThe Taos Valley Land
Directors
on
an
the
last
deer
eight pronged
ged
Company met at Taos last week and
day of the season.
Territorial District Court at Las elected the following directors: C. A.
Watson was elected to succeed Blair
Vegas Territorial district court convened at Las Vegas yesterday with Burwell, and L. S. Manby and Joseph
Slowtow in place of Golden Barrett
Chief Justice Mills on the bench.
and
Joseph Arnold. The contract with
23 Miss
Wedding on December
Southwest Investment Company
the
Jeanette Danziger, daughter of Mrs.
for
the
purcahse of the holdings of the
B Danziger, and Simon Hoffman will
Taos
Valley Land Company was anbe married at the Castaneda at Las
nulled.
Vegas on December 23.
probate
Marriage Licenses The
Taos Valley Crops Joseph Arnold
of San Miguel county, has issued
clerk
has raised two crops of oats at Taos
the following marriage linceses:
and K. B. Smart harvested sixty
Ortiz, age 20 years, resident of
him 45 bushels to the acre,
and Ramon Roibal, age 25
Colonias,
on
acre
farm.
of
his
what per
els
of Pecos; Conferina
resident
years,
Valmora Ranch for Sanitarium
The Chicago physicians who are plan- Armijo, age 22 years, resident of Rowe,2G years, resining a larae sanitarium in Xew Mex and Manuel Quintana,
ico have selected the Valmora ranch! dent of Colonias; Emilia Garcia, age
near Watrous as the site of the insti- - 2 i years, and (jarios Btea, age z
years, both residents of Colonias;
tution.
Car Repairer is
Hurt Charles Carlota Sanchez, ase 16 years, resiHartden, an employe of the Santa Fe dent of Sapello, and Florencio Lucero,
system, cut himself in the leg with age 21 years, resident of Rociada.
an axe while trimming a piece of
Put Off the Train Joseph Jones,
heavy timber at Las Vegas. He lost confined to the hospital at Silver City,
much blood but otherwise his injury is demented from exposure and 'privais not serious.
tion caused by his being put off a train
Santa Fe Changes T. E. Purdy, for-- between Albuquerque and Rincon by a
merly ticket agent at Albuquerque, conductor and walking forty miles. It
and lately at Williams, Ariz., has been is alleged Jones bought a ticket but
promoted to the agency at Gallup. Ear missed the train and boarded the
J. Xordyke, agent at Ash Fork, sue train the next clay for Whitewater,
ceeds Purdy at Williams.
Purdy suc Grant county, where his parents live.
ceeds K. H. Gillette at Gallup, Alex A. The conductor would not honor the
Johnson at Holbrook, Ariz., is to fill ticket and put Jones off, who walked
the vacancy at Ash Fork.
back to Albuquerque and telegraphed
Had Too Much Booze Eusebio Gon-- , his parents for a second ticket. Jones
is a healthseeker.
Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
The New Mexican can do printing
as mercury will surely destroy the equal to that done in any of the large
sense of smell and completely derange cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
the wnoic system wheD entering it work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
through the mucous surface. Such
tides should never Be used excepj on again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, Inpi esLTipuuiis uoui repuiauie physicians, as the damage they will do is cluding one of the best binderies in
ten fold to the good you can possibly the west.
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, Take LA XA T1VK BROMO
Quinine Tablets
refund inonpy if it fnils to cure
and is taken interu&ny, acting direct-K W. GROVE'S
is on each
signature
ly upon the blood and mucous surface Box, 25c.
of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in Tole-do, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi-- 1
monials free.
&
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per
bottle.
Telephone No Uti Red
Take Hall's Family Pills for corsti-- j
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
j
pation.
bush-yieldin-

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS.

Folks die too easy they sort of fade
away;
Make a little error, and give up in
dismay.
Kind of man that's needed in the man
of ready wit,
To laugh at pain and trouble and keep
up his grit.

Casli
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Sh Can Eat Pie Sow.
A lady recently visited a friend in
Keene, N. H., whose husband was very
delicate, and yet she noticed that he
could eat all the pie he wanted. She
began to wonder how it was that he
could do it, when she had to give up this
delicacy because of disagreeable after
effects. She writes as follows:
"I found it was becau'se the pics wore
made with Cottolene; and as 1 am a
great lover of pie, I began uslrif? Cot-

j
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International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flow, Hay,
Salt

LEI) HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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IS THE QUALITY! unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and pure
the medicine is riot going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
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ciass or arugs invite an your prescription business.
THERE'S SAFETY. TOO,
X IN TRADING HERE

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218
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IT IS SERIOUS.
Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize

ORGANIZE A

is

the Seriousness.

The constant aching of a bad back,
The weariness, the tired feeling,
The pains and aches o kidney ills
Are serious if neglected.
Dangerous urinary troubles follow.
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
to avoid them.
Mrs. Dcsederia J. de Quintana, College Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, Burrows & C'o.'s drug store and
I was cured of a bad attack of kidney complaint. At that time a state-fen- t
appeared in the local papers,
telling of my experience and I now
take pleasure in confirming all that
was then said in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were other troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
was noticeable, and the contents of
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition also entirely
removing the pain in my back. I am
glad to say that during' the time that
has since passed, my cure has been

permanent."
For sale by all dealer
cents.

States.

.toy

PRINCESS BONNIE HRST

mmv

am$i

W-

Price

50

Buffalo,

agents for the United

Remember the name Doan's
take no other.

and

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

Ornamental Doors

are ma-i- to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
'free from every imperfection of
kiots, cracks and war pings.
of it is thoroughly
Eery footdried
and shrunk, so
seasoned,
it can be absolutely relied upoa
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
of th Southwert."
bv War Department.
Armv uflicers
Armv Inspectors P.ANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The Weit Point

.

'njr

-

s

"A."

""Hill

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for bufn! life, (ireat
amount of open air work, Healthiets location
of any Military School In the I'nlon. Located
d the beautiful
Pct V.i y the garde i.
of
ttiH
at au e'fvain,t, of 3,7no
Wpt
spot
feet above ea level, sunshine evcrv day, but
tttle raia or snow during session.
E'even Officers and iustructers. a, graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern tr all respects.
K. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENT
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White.
Treasurer; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and VV
A Fllvan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
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Santa Fe's Best Ability Unites
Under Direction Of Mrs.
R. L. Baca.
Last night at the reharsal of

Prin-

cess Bonnie, it was decided by those
present to form and maintain a permanent Santa Fe dramatic and operatic
society composed solely of home talent. After careful discussion of the
matter, a temporary organization was
effected, Frank Owen being elected
president, and H. R. Haacke, secretary.
Upon motion, the following were appointed as a committee to draft a conto be
stitution and a set of
reported at the next meeting: Alan
McCord, Charles D. Miller and H. R.
The matter of a name for
Haacke.
organization was then discussed and
finally it was agreed that the name
should be "The Santa Fe Operatic and
The next
Dramatic Association."
meeting will take place at the Nus-bauresidence, on Washington ave- nue, on Wednesday night when perma- nent organization will be effected and
will he
the. constitution and
adopted. The first production to be
given is Princess Bonnie which is now
being rehearsed. Later on, other plays
and operas will be staged. Every one
in Santa Fe who has any kind of a
singing voice at all or who has dramatic ability has been invited to join
the club and it is believed that the
very best aggregation of local talent
has been gotten together. Mrs. R. L.
Baca, who has had so many years of
with amateur
successful experience
talent is looking after the staging and
costuming of the plays. Under her
supervision, it is certain that success
will never be lacking.
The first production to be given,
Princess Bonnie, is now well under
way, the individuals in. the cast parts
and the chorus working together
It is doubtful, whether
splendidly.
ever before such a great amount of in
terest and enthusiasm has been shown.
It is intended to give the performance
twice, on December 17th and 18th. t
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Druggist

OF

WILLSO.

tuerlntndni

IS

0J0 CALIEPE

HOT SPRlflGS.

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In th
world. The efficiency of these waters
tested by tb
has been thoroughly
miraculous cures attested to In th
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright't
Disease of 'the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
cau leave Santa Fe at 9 ft. m. and
reach Ojo Callente at E p. m., the
7hese waters contain 1.626.24 erains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts t the gallon, being address:
.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
tocated In tha midst of the Ancient
Study
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
the label
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
and buy only
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-ancbaking powder made
Station, on the Denver and Rio
from
ol
Grande Railroad, Trom which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE WILL
COMPILING FOLK
very dry and delightful ihe entire
BOOST POSTAL BANK.
LORE OF NEW MEXICO.' year round. There U now a commodious hotel for the convenience of inTaft Will Voice Public's Decree in De- Professor Aurelio M.
at valids and tourists. People suffeing
Espinosa
from consumption, cancer, and other
claring Enactment by Congress
Work on a Scholarly Edition on
is Now an Imperative Need.
contagious diseases, axe not accepted.
the

j

o

cream

tartar

Subject.

Chicago, III., Sow 23. What may be
Says the University of Xew Mexico
expected to happen to the Republican Weekly at Albuquerque:
members of Congress who come up for
"The scholarly collection of folklore
next year in case the Taft and folk poetry of New .Mexico that is
M.
platform pledge for a postal savings being made by Professor Aurelio
head of the department of
Espinosa,
depository system should not be kept, Ramance Languages, is now started
ii indicated by letters received by the and on a good way towards complePostal Savings Bank League at its tion. In compliance to the circular
Chicago headquarters and editorial which he recently distributed, and in
comment sent in by editors both east which he requested the
and west. At the same time reports of all who come in contact with the
from Washington confirm the expecta- native element of the territory, a numtion that Senator Aldrich and the ber of valuable specimens have alcoterie that put the tariff bill through ready been sent in in the past few
have their plans laid to smother the weeks.
Carter postal bank bill or any substi"That the work is progressing thus
tute, to talk it to death or sidetrack it rapidly is a matter of satisfaction to
as their expediency may require.
students of literature throughout the
It. is known that President Taft in Tnited States and
Europe. A number
ins message will vigorously advocate :of letters have been received
from
the postal bank plan, both in
these, both at home and abroad, in
ment of Republican party pledges and whk,h great pleasure at the prospect
from unequivocal faith in the measure of such a work and tne (lesire to see
as a s'imulus to the thrift of the na-i- t
published as soon as possible, are
tion. Former Senator W. K. Mason,
bv the writers. Professor
one of the executive committee of the M. Pidal ot Madrid in particular, who!
Postal Bank league, went to v asn-- is preparing a complete volume on
ington to confer with President Taft Spanish Dallad Literature, is delighted
on this matter and was assured that at ,he news of this literature which
the administration offerost for enact- - Dr. Espinosa has discovered in Xew
ment of the Carter bill will be vigor- - Mexico"
ous. But the dictum of the hostile
NO CASE ON RECORD,
banking interests as yet has not!
stirred the public to make an equally,' There is no case on record of a
detetmined stand for the postal bank cough or cold resulting in pneumonia
measure.
or consumption after Foley's Honey
"The public is growling and grow- and Tar has been taken, as it will
ing increasingly angered over the re- - stop your cough and break up your!
cent tariff revision fiasco but it is too cold quickly. Refuse any but the gen- - j
late. In this other great question of uine Foley's Honey and Tar in a yel-- j
postal savings banks there is every op- - tow package, contains no opiates ana
portunity to prevent a repetition of is safe and sure. Sold by all drug
such bold defiance of 'public wishes, gists.
But people need to wake up son and
mobilize for systematic work." This THANNKSGIVING DAY
FOOTBALL AT TUCSON.
is a warning issued in a bulletin of the
Postal Savings Bank League by
George H. Currier, chairman of the ex- University of New Mexico Eleven Will
Meet Arizona Gridiron Heroes on
ecutive committee. "We are doing
Thursday.
what we can," he continues, "but any
campaign involves expense, requires
active workers and must be systemat-- j Albuquerque, X. M., Xov. 23. The
ic. Women workers,
men workers, Varsity eleven indu'ged in a final
children who want to bear a part in es- - scrimmage with the Indians at
the most important aid to tion park last night, making several
daily living since the rural free deliv- - touchdowns against the red men in a
work-ou- t
ery system should send in their appli- - few moments of play. The
work
was
final
last
the
heavy
more,
evening
about
so
cations and
getting
Half a million letters from constitu- - for the Varsity men before their game
s
ents should he in the hands of Con- - with the University of Arizona at
man
son
on
Thanksgiving day. Every
by New Years."
on te squad came out of the scrim- mage last night without a scratch or a
CONDUCTOR CELEBRATES
HIS GOLDEN WEDDING, bruise and they will be in excellent
form for the contest with the cactus
Was the First to Take a Passenger eleven. Providing the weather at
sn is favorable the Arizonians will
Over the Northern Pacific
have a difficult time trying to keep
Into Sookane.
j track of forward
,
punts and passes and
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 23. Moses numerous trick plays which the IT. N.
Brinkerhoff, who was conductor of the M. boys have learned to a scince. The
first passenger train over the North- - Varsity men leave for Tucson tonight,
ern Pacific railway between the Twin sixteen in number, including Manager
Cities and Puget Sound in 1881, and Lee and Coach McBirnie.
his wife celebrated the 50th anni-- ,
Much interest is being manifested
versary of their wedding at the home among the football fans in the game to
of their son, G. H. Brinkerhoff, 121 be played at Traction park Thanksgiv-BroadwaSpokane, yesterday. They lng day by tne varsity second eleven
have been residents of this city since and the Albuquerque high school team.
Mr. Brinkerhoff was retired on a pen- aggregations Were out for prac- sion, several years ago. The aged tlce last ni nt and a fast and interest- veieiau 01 me puuuu iiaa a run up
contest is expected.
tween St. .Paul and the head of the ing
Great Lakes for several years before A ,
"Preventics,
the completion of the Northern Pa- - i those clergyman writes:
Cold Cure Tablets
little
Candy
man
at
knew
that
time
cific, and
every
in my parish."
of importance at. Duluth and Superior are working wonders
as well as many In other parts of Min Peventics surely will check a cold,
nesota and Wisconsin. On his runs or ine wppe, in a leiy lew nours,
through the Dakotas, Montana, Idaho, And Preventics are so safe and harmlessnor
No
harsh
nothing
Quinine,
and Washington he became acquaintFine for feverish, restless
ed with men, who are today the lead- - sickening.
ers in the mining and lumber Indus- - children. Box of 48 at 25c. Sold by
s
Stripling-BurrowCo.
tries In the Pacific northwest.
xni-esse-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oj
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Proorietor.

CiliaaU. Taot. County
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General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

j

j

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

-

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

A

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
and

C'vil

course.

Electrical

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities

for self support.
President
i. For Catalogue and further information, address the

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

f

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

YwVl

at Lowitzki's

t9lrlr
old Stand

DWl

11

310 San Francisco St.

SINGLE RIGS, SDRRIES
K0RSH.S
& SADDLE

CALLS

ANSWERED

DAY OR NIGHT

No parsons with contagious disease allowed in our hacks

We will give you prompt and efficient
service and solicit a part of your trade

1!E Williams & Rising
SB
i

1

'if

OUR MOTTO: To

have the Best of Everything In Our Line

A. F. SFIEGELBERG,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

n

j

Hacks

For Hire

Tuc-Trai-

CHAS. CLOSSON

Bm Caspar Avenue

Trac-tablishin- g

Tuc-gres-

1

M

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

1

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
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COL.

;
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Charles W. Dudrow
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by-law- s,

Co.,

Foster-Milbur- n

few York, sole
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DID
The Local Talent Forms a
Permanent

New Mexico Military Institute

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.

527 San Franclaoo St.

ONLY
of

the finest

SANTA FE, N. M.

IS"8

Embroideries

SALE

White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

!

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

ff GE

FCUR.

TTIE SANTA fK M'W

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

GIVE CREDIT WHERE IT IS DUE.
A few jaundiced Democratic week-lie-

hi

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

are poking

-
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
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$3.75
1.00
75
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
very postoffica in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

BANKRUPTS OF CHILDHOOD.

The National Monthly for Decern-- j
ber, makes out a strong case for the
children against, the nation. It is a
terrible arraignment and the truth of
it is manifest even at Santa Fe,
where one meets neglected boys and
girls every day and ou almost every
street, wbere one little mound after
another ... thrown up in the cemeteries because of the ravages of disease that could be prevented by proper sanitation, medical supervision of
tiie schools and enforcement of quarantine; where strong drink and immorality impoverish scores of homes
so that the children are stunted in
physical growth and mentality for
lack of proper food and care; where
hundreds are 'doomed to a precarious
existence because manual training is
not made part of the public school
system. But there are other bankrupts of childhood, even among the
rich and
Says the National Monthly:
"Who shall reckon the child victims
The chilof fashionable
frivolity?
dren who are given into the keeping
of servants while their father lounges
at the clubs, and their mother's life
is one round of balls, receptions, clubs
and theaters.
"The truth is, that in spite of all
our laws, all our schools, all our moral and sentimental sensitiveness on
every phase of childhood, the American child is in the position of a combatant against environment a combatant defended by the social organization, yet forced to right.
"If the child is safe on one side, he
is assailed on the other. "What does
it help the boy of the millionaire if
be is not compelled to work in a cot
if his instinct of
is invaded and his moral sensibility
subtly sapped by a divorce scandal
in the family?
"How much does it avail the girl of
the prosperous middle class, that she
knows no material hardship if she bewell-to-d-

ton-mil-

self-respe-

l,

comes a melanpholiac

from

school

of Roosevelt's recent experiences in
Africa. He says:
"The English rule in Africa has
been of incalcuable benefit to Africans
themselves, and indeed this is true of
the rule of most European nations.
Mistakes have been made, of course.,
but they have proceeded at least as
often from an unwise effort to accomplish too much in the way of beneficence, as from the desire to exploit the
natives. Each of the civilized nations
that has taken possession of any part
of Africa has had its own peculiar good
qualities and its own peculiar defects.
Some of them have done too much in
supervising and ordering the lives of
the natives, and in interfering with
their practices and customs. The English error, like our own under similar
conditions, has, if anything, been in
the other direction. The effort has
been to avoid wherever possible all
interference with tribal customs, even
when of an immoral and repulsive
character, and to io no more than
what is obviously necessary, such as
insistence upon keeping the peace, and
preventing the spread of cattle disease. Excellent reasons can be advanced in favor of this policy, and it
must always be remembered that a
benevolence
fussy and
is more sure to awaken resentment
than cruelty itself; while the natives
are apt to resent deeply even things
that are obviously for their ultimate
welfare. Yet I cannot help thinking
that with caution and wisdom it would
be possible to proceed somewhat farther than has- yet been the case in the
direction of pushing upward some at
least of the East African tribes; and
this though I recognize fully that
many tribes are of a, low and brutalized type. Having said this much in
the way of criticism, I wish to add
my tribute of unstinted admiration for
the disinterested and efficient work being done, alike in the interest of the
white man and the black, by the .government officials whom I met in East
Africa. They are men in whom their
country has every reason to feel a just
pride."

overstrain, and because of failure to
pass some examination in no way a
test of her true mentality she feels
as her
herself as much disgraced
father would feel if sentenced to a
term in state prison?
PAY YOUR TAXES.
"Go over the list of ch'ldren you
Klinefelter of the Obar Prog- Editor
cruknow put rich and poor inco the
cible of investigation and you will ress, despite his name is a cheerful
be surprised to find how few are not cuss. In view of the fact that taxes
will be delinquent on December 1,
undergoing an ordeal.
unless the first half for 1909, is handof
the
streets,
"From the gamin
Lopez
with a prematurity of shrewdness ed to County Treasurer Celso Feder-icits or his accommodating deputy,
whose comic surface conceals
Lopez, by that time, the following
'significance, to the evils
tragic
which grow more insidious the higher from the Progress is apropos:
"WTe have just paid the first half of
the social scale, there is a colossal
1909 tax. Of course, it was a little
our
children.
of
victimization
of
process
"It is not universal but formidably more than we expected, but then we
looked for that. The entire amount is
prevalent.
"It is not sufficient to destroy the considerably less than our tcbacco
giain of American child life, but is bill, and we have more to show for it.
"For the money paid for taxes we
potent enough to eat into the fibre of
growth an active principle of decay. have protection for ourselves and
property. We have school houses and
"Bankrupts of childhood!
"And the Judge of the Bankruptcy schools, roads and bridges,
all of
Court is He who sentences with mill- which make property more valuable.
stones and the sea those who wrong For the tobacco bill we have a lot of
old pipes, burned matches and a
"these little ones!"
of the nation
"The
breath that makes us back out of the
their name is legion, their abuse is presence of ladies.
mountain-high- .
"Yes, the taxes are the better in"Bankrupts of suffering this enlight- vestment. Suppose somebody does
ened country makes of the children steal a part of the tax?,:,What of .lt?
of. the southern cotton mills, of the Ycu still have more after:'paying your
little child afraid of the dark who tax than the Hottentot who pays,no
is compelled to eat his, black bread taxes. But who wants to be a Hotten.
by the work thousands of feet under tot?
the sun's light, the children who are
"They say there are only two things
cutting glass and cutting their lives certain in this life death and taxes.
out, the children of Christian New Well, If most of us
get as much out
where 'textile industries' be of death as we do out
,, England
of taxes we
come Gila monsters, swallowing child will be
fortunate."
mighty
life with insatiable hunger.
"We read and read, and then we
The organization of a local dramread more of the difficulty which
and operatic club is to be welatic
r
in
meets
the
legislation
comed by the. community.
Santa Fe
South.
has rather sparse facilities for young
"We read how the parents balk the folks to
spend their evenings pleasefforts of the state to abolish this
antly or to meet with a common purwrong,
pose in view. The organization now
"We read about canning factory out- being
perfected will fill this want to
r
rages, '"the restriction of
a certain extent and at the same time
in the Ohio valley, and what had been provide entertainment of a
high class
done for these youthful toilers in for the public,- both along
operatic
Illinois.
and dramatic lines. There is a great
"Yet, today, with this rich nation er educational value In home producabundantly able to care for her chil- tions wd a greater interest, than in
dren, Pennsylvania, New York, Mas- the besrt opera or play that may deign
sachusetts, Illinois, North Carolina, to come to Santa Fe. High class proSouth Carolina,' New Jersey, Georgia, ductions by visiting troupes demand
Maryland, and Wisconsin fably riot a big guarantee, charge big prices
In'
and carry away a bag of money; while
R'There is no need to ask whether the home production takes its own
the child has a case against the na- risk's, cnarges popular prices and
tion. These things are indisputable." keeps the money in circulation in
town. Generally speaking, the produc-- '
)n by home talent is just as meriGOVERNING FOREIGN COLONIES.
torious as the average production by
Roosevelt in Scribner's visitors with
high sounding name and
for 'December, indirectly big reputation.
Magazine
voices his sentiments onhe "doctrine
of "benevolent assimllationXpf heath
The Standard Oil Company evidenten tribes and uncivilized posTtessions ly feels like some of the territorial
officeholders who imagine the Jig Is up
and evidently Intends to give a h
what the policy of Uncle Sam tovSrd every time they hear' of a new gubernatorial possibility.
the Philippines ought to be In the li
o

child-worker-

s

child-labo-

child-labo-

-

child-labo-

I

r.

R.

their Republican
for
contemporaries
speaking words of
more
one of the men
for
than
praise

Vice-Preside-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
25
.
Daily per week by carrier
"v-2'0- 0
eekly' Per
.75
Daily, per month, by carrier....
six
months
Weekly,
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
Daily, per year, by mail......... 7.00 Weekly, per quarter
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President

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

.

Hosia

irst

mentioned for the governorship, assigning as cause for the eulogies the
desire of the editor to be on the right
side of the winning man, whoever he
may be. But why shouldn't a newspaper speak well of more than one
man at a time? What is there inconsistent in saying that two or three, or
all three candidates for the same place,
are good men? Surely, more than one
of the thirty or more men already
mentioned for the place is worthy of
words of praise. As a matter of fact,
there is too little appreciation of men
who work for the party's and the pub
lic good; the few words of good will
that come to them at a time when
they may be mentioned for official honors should not be the only appreciation expressed of their worth. A man
in public life who leads a correct life,
pays his taxes and serves his com
munity well, is not doing any more
than John or Jim who do their duty as
coal heavers or farmers., but being in
the lime light, being subject to public
criticism for every turn they make,
they should also receive public praise
if they are worthy. John and Jim
would be furiously angry if the news
papers or the public would criticize
their coal heaving or their farming or
impugn their motive or criticize their
family life. Being therefore not subject to public criticism they do not
look for public praise. It is different
with men in public life, and the papers
that conscientiously can say something
good of an official or of a candidate for
office, Republican or Democrat, should
do so, without fear of their motives
being impugned. In the majority of
the cases, where candidates for governor are being praised by the New Mexico press, it is not to curry favor with
the one who might be successful in
getting the place, but because the paper and the editor have been awakened to the value and worth of the man
by his being mentioned for the place
at all.

ff. VAUGHI, Cashier.
B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

J.

nt

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
- $150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

5

d

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any moaey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bankeing. Safeiy deposit boxes ior reat. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

--

THE
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PALACE HOTEL'
W'LUAM VAUGHN PROP,',

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

should not be alowed will be given an

opportunity at the

above-mentione-

d

time and place to
the wi
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

e

--

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 02G7.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. yi.y
November 1. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Laura
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 13, 1908, made Homestead Entry No. 0267', for SE. 4 of
SS.
of Sec. 3, and N
NE. 4 and
SW.
NE.
of Section 10, Town
ship 1G N. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final commutation proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 4th day of December,
2

WASHINGTON AVENUE

4

1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
AMERICAN AND:
EUROPEAN PLAN Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine
Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.

sobriety:
"Judge McFie gave a very encouraging talk along the line of local option
during the court at Aztec one day last
week. He said while there is very
little crime in San Juan county, that
with local option and the liquor laws
strictly enforced there will be still

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

It isn't so difficult to strengthen
a weak Stomach if one goes at it cor- -

ft

less crime. He said that the majority
of the indictments returned by the
grand jury may be attributed directly
to liquor. San Juan county is the only
prohibition county in NewT Mexico, and
it has the most law abiding people. It
is true that it is not strictly a dry
county and that there is still some
liuuor sold. But if those who favor
keeping it in the dry column get busy
they can lessen the liquor traffic still
more. The people should not sljut
their eyes that the saloon is out. of business but should carefully and quietly
gather evidence of any liquor business
and then prosecute vigorously. Let
the axe fall where it may and let no
guilty man escape. If no whisky li
cense is to be allowed, no one should
be allowed to sell without having li
cense."

ProprietfV'

Commodious Sample F

hen

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

must surely falter. This
vita' truth is leading druggists everywhere to dispense and recommend Dr.
Snoop's Restorative. A few days will
surely tell! Sold, by Stripling-Bur-ro"

FIRST CLASS CJAE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FftESS TBE BUTTON WE

DO THE

.
"

Engrave4 cards de visit ana wed
ding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing office.
Any.
one sanding in need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

REST,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

XHE

bully. There is not much glory to be
gotten out of such a war but it would
serve its useful purpose in giving all
of Central America a wholesome lesson. Great Britain is repected the
world over, because it never hesitated
to avenge a wrong inflicted upon a
Briton and Uncle Sam must in justice
to its citizens take a similar stand
even against the smaller and weaker
nations and who rely on the very
fact of their being weak' to escape responsibility for such bloody acts as
the execution by Nicaragua of two
Americans without semblance of trial

CORONADO

HOTEL

Trst Class Esstauiant i Ccixecto
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
OPEN Day & Night
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

It is an admitted iacv tnai reai estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results a. a
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

If you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orino Laxative for constipation and liver trouble as it will
stimulate these organs and thoroughly cleanse your system, which is what
every one needs in order to feel well.
Sold by all druggists;1

First Class ani

'ItatHj

Uj

To-Dst-

e

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET-

Hot and Cold Water

The board of county commissioners
of Bernalillo county, upon recommendation of School Superintendent A. B.
Stroup, has set the pace for Santa Fe
county and other counties, as well as
incorporated cities and towns, in the
matter of medical supervision of the
public schools. The county physician
has been ordered to visit the schools
once a month and examine the pupils
for contagious or epidemic diseases.
It seems strange that thus far the authorities should have neglected the
of pupils which is
physical
more important after all than mental
development, for without a sound
body, it is very difficult for a child to
develop mentally.

In Every Room

Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers

'

HOTEL ACACIA
6th St.

780

W

S.W i Car. 6th.

ope Sts.

&
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Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modem Batns.

,

1..
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hot--an-
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EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

.EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE

CHRISTMAS1
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Ft.

0

Don't

r

'

'

aAl

to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods

' Burned Wooden
Placques

Many

other

.

ill Kinds of Drawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

"

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J . S, CAN D ELAR I O Proprietor
301-30- 3

San Francisco Stv

Santa Fe, N, M.

Ask Tour Wife
'

About a tfome

woman living In ren- te(j property longs to
Into a houee of her own.
There are hundreds of things
she would like to do to make her
rwil-- " home"" mere" tionfortable.
at tractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman Is a moDey saver
and she will help you wonderfully

pvfirvy

to pay for a home.

Renpney
Will
7

Do

We wiUPeTI yfcu a very desirable hon.e 6n payments, which
rent money will make
jour
Pont wait. Begin now paying

for your home.
OUR
LET'S. US t EXPLAIN
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MONEY;
GEO; Ivi; KtN SELL
294

'

vr

ver lea" ot cit
t1,lk ""excelled for comfort
and
co"
attention and
i ? :, " prompt venlences
a Ull
"
' cold
motto;
water and
...
,
sieani neat,
RATES 75c day special terms by month ;
Wahlngton bt, OarM.direct to door,
I BARRY. Prop.
T

j

HERE IS A VERY

a

rooms. 25 private
All
ihntha
n...,..-,- 100

ft 1 i i !'I

g

Senator Borah's plan to issue
in federal securities to enable
the Reclamation Service to complete
the projects on which work has been
begun, will meet with the enthusiastic
approval of the west. If It is oI
policy to build reclamation works,' It
is still better to build them as quickly as possible even if the money has
to be borrowed.. Under the provisions
of the law It must all be paid back,
although the New Mexican hopes that
Congress will see Its way clear not. tn
demand full payment from the settlers
under the projects, just as little as it
Hfirrnnrla that tha mnnaxr fn. ru...n
i
harbor Improvements be paid back by

v

tho'be organs

Long Distance Telephone Station.

It seems beneath the dignity of
Uncle Sam to wage war on so weak a
nation as Nicaragua but the small fellow is often as pestiferous as the big

shinning

Any person who desires io protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows o'f any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof

4

Room for Com-

J

M.

1--

Large Sample

,

'

d

4

of the Best Hotel in the West

One

The Republican Farmington Enterprise gives Judge John R. McFie credit
as follows for being an advocate of

well-bein-

Bank

I

OF SANTA FE.

p

Notice fop Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1235.
Serial: 012051. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 15. 1D09-Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his, claim under sections
1C and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891,
(2G Stat., S34), as amended by the act
of February 21, 1S93, (27 Stat., 470)..
and that said proof will be made be
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe,. New Mexico, on De
cember 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,.
of, Cerrillos, N. M., for the small hold
9, T. 15 N., R.
ing claim No. 1235,-Sec- .
S E. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero. .Tos9
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, X.

San Frapcisco St.

n'Trfwiiiffiiiiifc.rttsa'

THE SANTA

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1909.

BOY
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business
of today, will, in tea years, be a
man,
If
a son it is your duty to train him in
busiaess methods, to give him thsbenetitof your
you-hav-

e

business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is growing up. There is no other one thing thai will give
him a more proper insight and conception of
business, than having his own bar.k account.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST
Santa Fe,

$50,000

Capital

'

OFFICERS
FRANKLIN

G.

FLICK,

H.

.

DIRECTORS

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

President

CO

N

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GR!FFIN,

J.

Asst. Cashiei.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK

--

MULLER
133 eEKSS3S23J

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorada

Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of
A IA

the Southwest

N. M.

Catron

Block

ATENTION

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur- j ance in the Best Companies
hlgy Write Surety Bonds for the United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : :
c
11
"Je Several Modern Residence
h ''omeFine Bargains in Lots
AJ &

3

line call on or addrees

COMPANY
' "

Santa.

2T- -

3Te, 2T.

2&irTlME

To have that SUIT clemed,
We will do.
for fall wear.
We will chart

The Goldberg

.a;

put in good shape

anil Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

208 WEST

S1TZEM1D

PALACE AVE

WOODY S HACK LINE

TH E

Prom

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY RANCH
A famous old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
level and surrounded, by pine ana
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
in thp year such as no disease germ
can live In. The greatest- health giv26 miles
ing country in the world,
'
east of Santa Fe.
-

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good teams.
Tiling: dene to IwiTafce Fas
saaa.gr Ccaaafcrtabla.
r

..

FARE

Splendid trout fishing in 3am- -'
mer and all kiods.of hunting,

"S3?

.

HORSEBACK

,:

etc

,

t

,

riding-TEN-

Potflti $0 03 and $12 00 per week
HflltJiS Saddle Horsw, $1.50 per da or

$5.00

..

per week.,
.
t

fi

,

-

Write today for Illustrated pamphlet
and all , Information
.

J.

-

$5.00

NIS

'.

F. SILLER Mgr. Valley Bancb H.

M.

IPEtf IALLAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
P. O. BROWN,

Agent.

nun

AND

RIG

Everthing for the Household

See Our Window Display
SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO

Harter, a forest service man,
arrived last night from Durango on of-

business, taking quarters at the

Palace.
J. H. Herman, a packing house rep- learn that he is now located at Cheyresentative of Wichita, Kan., arrived enne, Wyo., and has accepted a posion last night's train stopping at the tion as state editor of the Wyoming
Tribune. The Tribune in its issue of
Palace.
F. F. Howes, cattlemen from Alamosa, November 20th, says: "W. F. Wilcox,
Colo., is among the guests at the an experienced newspaper man from
Claire; coming to Santa Fe on a busi- - Telliiride, Colo., succeeds E. E. Lewis
at. the state desk of The Tribune. Mr.
r. ss trip.
George D. Stateson, a traveling man Wilcox has had years of experience on
from Kansas City, is in town selling city dailies of the east, and has been
general merchandise. He is quartered a resident of the west for the past
at the Palce.
three years. He is highly educated
R. S. Herbert of Las Vegas, who rep- and a practical newspaper man, so The
resents a large packing house, is here Tribune will lose nothing by the
mi his weekly visit. He is registered change."
at the Palace.
Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stevenson of the
BIDS CALLED FOR.
bureau of ethnology, went to Taos
Sealed proposals will be received
last week to resume her ethnological
separately by the Board of County
work at that place.
Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the
X. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
Santa
Ramon Vigil grant near Buckmanj is 10th, Fe, for
19(K,
(7) seven fire proof
in Santa Fe on a regular visit, stop- vault doors. Also court house furniModern.
at
the
ping
ture. Specifications
and schedules
U. S. District Attorney David J. will be furnished the
bid
prospective
AttorDistrict
and
Leahy of Las Vegas
ders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-tests- .
ney W. H. H. Llewellyn of Las Cruces,
All bids to be addressed to
were guests yesterday of Postmaster Geo. W. Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
J. A. Smith at El Paso, Tex.
Fe, X. M. The board reserves the
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- right to reject any or all bids.
livan and family have returned from
I. SPARKS,
several weeks automobile trip through
Chairman Board of County
the lower Pecos valley. The trip
proved very enjoyable and was made
without mishap.
rlllire? rhiiiiirpn . i
Herbert J. Spinden, who ha been
ROCK ISLAND RESIGNS.
making collections of archaeological
for
Taos
Kan., Nov. 23. Announceat
Topeka,
and ethnological speciments
the New York Museum of Art, passed ment was made of the resignation of
through Santa Fe on his way home, L. G. Bloom, chief engineer ot the
but expects to return after the holi- - l Southwestern division of the Rock
days and may visit the cliff dwellings. Island, extending from Davenport, la.,
A. R. Manby, who came down from to Tucumcari, X. M. The resignation
Taos the other day, was a recent pa- will become effective December 1.
tient at Ojo Caliente Springs and
while there added to his collection a
beautiful olla found in the old pueblo
near Ojo Calinente, a prehistoric pipe
that reminds one of Egyptian handicraft, and several other fine specimens
of pottery, mortars, flutes and bone
THE LEADING
implements.
'Mr. Bryan B. Dunne, an eastern
newspaper man, son of Judge Dunne,
a former resident of New Mexico, arrived this noon from Albuquerque and
will likely make his home in Santa
Fe. Mr: Dunne's sister was born at
Santa, Fe and old timers no doubt reThe Original '
member his father. Mr. Dunne comes
highly recommended and will engage
in newspaper work.
'Hon. A. A. Gallefos, left last even;
Toasted Rice Flakes
ing for Villanueva, San Miguel county,
AND ...
where he makes his home. He came
to Santa Fe to take steps to protect
Toasted Rice Biscuit
the water users on the upper Pecos

I

H.5JUIM

The Coming Christmas.
This of all seasons make matbiDd more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf chpprful
givirg is re
cognized in all civilizjd lands at Ytiletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely
We hive a splendid array cf sei vicible
things to
pick from. You can find here many suggestions, a
few of which are mentioned below.

For the Baby

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the
Youngsters

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby
Go-cart-

s

For the
Young Lady

For the
Young Man

Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handtome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
Smokers
sets,
sets. Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

For Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work
FAr

FflthPP
aiUDl

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
PjPes. Cigar humidores, Felt
per8) A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND OTHER VALUABLE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO SELECT FROM

W, N. T0WNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

I

.

encroach.

peeial Xmas bargains In
Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
v Carpets, Axmister Rugs. Mission Dicing' Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds

Indorsed by the

Battle Creek

Sanitarium
If Yon want the latest thing in

more
RlCB used and widly
feeds
more people than any
other cereal. It is the
;

is

I

.

a Moda Millinery
OF INTERESTQTO LADIES

Have also just received a full line of
"Bnvfll" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
AVJal and all kinds of ART EMBROID- -

Try. a Package.

ERIE

II, S. KAUNE

SCO.

i

and NOVELTIES.

NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

THOSE 2B.

TJJJS

Call at the

..i

most easily digestible
and the most highly nutritious of all cereals.

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

if'i"

Used and

.

3B

Gift
etc

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,

KELLOGG'S

WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

of other Appropriate Articles.

that Turkey JUST

We also have a complete line of carving sets,
platters, percolators, coffee pots, chafing dishes,

;

THeHiS

F3A8T

And We have them all stees and to fit
:
:
:
:
every pocketbook

ment of capitalists who desire to appropriate the waters that for generations have been claimed by residents1.
Mr. Gallegos warns water users to be
alive to their own interests and to protect vigorously against any encroach-

TIME

PAGL FIVE.

Will roast

Individual or. Class Les'sons D. M. HOOVER & SON
IN GRAMMAR;
Builders and Contractors
ments.
RAYMOND HAACKE
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Friends of Warren F. Wilcox, who
Care New Mexican '
Furnished on short notice
was a reporter on the staff
formerly
NOTARY PUBLIC .
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY of the New Mexican, will be glad to

CHRISTMAS TJME IS BUYING

M

(SELF BASTING)

i,

day,
C. M.

Phone No 23
and tributaries against the
Red

SPANISH LESSONS

SANTA FE, X.

L.I8K

J. P. Frentlaar, a traveling man from
Denver, is a guest at the Palace'.
H. C. Hefner, a traveling man from
Denver, is stopping at the Claire.
t
A. R. Widdowson, a San Francisco
traveling man, is a guest at the Palace.
Miss Roche of St. Paul, Minn., Is
iunong.the sightseers .stopping at the
Palac.
A.M Moore, the hardware salesman
f't.ni Denver, is registered at the
Claire. '
O. H. Pollack, dry goods salesman
from Chicago, is stopping at the
Claire.
Mrs. J. "W. Morris of. El Paso, is Hi
among the sightseers stopping at the
Palace.
Mrs. Julian Chavez, wife of the
Sierra county legislator, is seriously
ill at. Albuquerque.
H. It. Wood is among the traveling
men at the Palace, arriving from Los
Angeles last night.
William D. Clark, who travels out
of Kansas City, was among last night's
arrivals at the Palace.
p. O. Larson, a Pueblo traveling
man, is in town selling a line of gloves.
He is' stopping at the Palace.
Civil Engineer John L. Zimmerman
cf Las Vegas, was among the arrivals
stopping last night at the Palace.
A. O. Waha, forest service man from
Albuquerque, is here on official business. He is stopping at the Palace.
Supervisor Thomas R. Stewart, of
the Pecos forest, left yesterday on an
inspection trip through his district.
O. H. Kniffen of Denver, and J. O.
Eaton, both mining men are guests at
the Palace having arrived at noon to-

ficial

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

tanta Fe,

rurvouiiML men

XHW MEXICAN,
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ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
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Catron Block.
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train

Tlif local weather bureau lias just
gathered together statistics showing
he amount of rainfall in various
parts of New .Mexico 'during the
months of groat est importance to dry
The statistics also show
fanning.
the increase or deficiency as compared
with the previous year. The figures
are for the mouths of March, April,
May, .lime. July, August and September, seven mouths in all. As fourteen
inches of rain during the period of
twelve months are considered ample
for successful dry farming it can
readily be seen from the report how
favorable conditions are in the Territory.
At Fort Wingate the average for
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Chama the average was 10.SG, a
decrease of 2,17.
At Lordsburg the average was S.SS,
an increase of 3.33.
At Luna the average was 9.12, a decrease of 1.29.
At P.loonifield the average was 9.70,
an increase of 4.01.
At Santa Fe the average was S.72,
a decrease of l.5.

J. van HOUTEN;
VOres, and Gen

Superintendent
RATON,

POSTERS

At

!
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GAINING STRENGTH IN
FIELD OF FINANCE.

COUNTRY.

Billboards Will Teach Prevention of Merger That Presages Others Significant of Strides Being Made By
Tuberculosis
Vigorous CamInsurance Concerns.
paign Being Waged.
Chicago, Nov. 23. The dominance
Preparations have been nearly com-- I of eastern and foreign insurance completed for the beginning of the million panies in western and southern fields
dollar poster campaign against tuber is waning, as is shown by gains made
culosis which will be carried on joint- by the lusty new companies which
ly by the National Association for the have set out to retain in the heart of
America more of the insurance reve- Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis,
110c w.'Vi I ill trr a enm a half liil linn .31
Dis-j
the Associated Bill Posters and
lars
a year, tribute paid chiefly to the
tributors of America and the Poster
and Europe. The announced
east
Printers' Association of the United
merger of two western companies, the
States
i Consolidated
.
.
hav- Casualty Company
.
campaign is an outcome of the .
swauowea me .auonai casualty
ing
last convention of he Bill Posters at Insurance
Company of Louisvie, is a
11
" a
'
case in point, the first named havin
granting free of charge to the National a directorate which represents in per
Association for the Study and Preven- - sonal
wealth, it is said, $50,000,000,
tion of Tuberculosis space on all of a fact which presages other mergers
the billboards controlled by this organlhe Consolidated Company was
located in ."5,400 towns and vil- - ganizerl as a protest against the
of the country. The National As- -' surance power of the east and already
sociation was at once confronted with iias over $2,000,000 of insurance in
the difficulty of accepting the generous force, a fact partially accounted for by
gift of the Bill Posters, because of the j the scattered holdings of the corn-lac- k
of funds to carry out the
stock ia 26 states. Recently
gram proposed. The Poster Printers the Kansas State Bankers' Association
offered to print all of the posters free gave this company preference over
of charge, but the problem of paper others, making it officially the choice
was such a larae one. involving so of the association in the insuring of
manv thousand dollars that the Na- - state funds.
tional Association was obliged to aj)- - u ii auoijiica iiiai me national caspeal to paper manufactures in all parts ualty Company was taken over by the
of the United States. As a result of Consolidated by purchase which
these requests sufficient paper has said to have followed weeks of negobeen received to start printing 15,000 tiation between President C. C.
of the National and President
posters. The 'sketches for the designs
have also been solicited from prom- Robert B. Armstrong, formerly assistinent artists in and around New York ant secretary of the United States
treasury, of the Consolidated.
City.
Through the generosity of these difRead the pain formu
on a box of
ferent groups, the National Association is able to inaugurate one of the Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
doctor if there is a better one. Pain
largest bill posting campaigns ever means
blood pressure
congestion
undertaken by
philanthropic organ- somewhere.
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
ization. If sufficient paper is procured,
a million posters will be pasted on bill- Tablets check head pains, womanly
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and
boards in every state in the Union.
see! 20 for 25c. .old by Stripling-BurrowThe posters will be 9 feet long and
Co.
7 feet wide, and will be
printed in
several colors. The posters are designTO AND FRP"
rOSWELl..
ed to show graphically how consumpConnection m'a mm Automobile
tion can be cured and prevented. Thev
will be distributed through the local line at Torranc,1 r Roswell dan
leave;
orrance for Ros
and state nnt
aaia. i Automobile
4 a. m., andrrives at
at
well
Roswell
and
tion
through individuals interested at
12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosin the crusade against this disease in
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and
all parts of the United States.
1

11

....
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W. A. GORMAN.

Mgr- RATON. N. M
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Dawton, N. M.,

f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0I a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Oes Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M is depot i.r the following points lit New Mexico: Ocato,
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
tit Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
feeco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes,
Ranches ds Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

J,

TChuT
if

At La'gtina the average was 9.30, an
increase of 1.49.
Book containing information of yalue
At Mountainair the average was
to all expectant mothers mailed free.
an increase of 0.73.
BRADF1ELO REGULATOR CO.
At Rio Grande Dam the average
Atlanta. Ga.
was ."i.Sl, a decrease of 2.72.
At Socorro the average was 5.91, a
PASTE MILLION
j MAY
decrease of .91.

:C5 a. m.

f.

No woman can be happy
without children; it is her
nature to love them as much
so as it is the beautiful and
pure. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system
for the coming event, and it is passed without any danger.
This
remedy is applied externally, TT
!
1
and has earned thousands of LM I
)Y I I lM
M I3 t
I VVwomen thrnnoh' thp pricio HYMvW
with but little suffering. :

No 2

DAILY

Connect! with E. P. A ti. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson,

M.. 6:15 p. m.

WEftTHER BUREAU

Nearly Every Point at Which Record is Taken Shows
dition to Be Above Average Required for Successful Dry Farming.
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
vines Kron
Moines
Raton
,lAllu' "

No 1,
HAll.Y
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Rocky

SAXTA FE, X. M.

Gen Pass- Agent
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LOW SUMMER RATES
TO THE EAST & NORTH
Now in

HEW

effect Via

MEXICO

CENTRAL

E. P. Sl S, W. and Rock Island
For full particuls.rs,

A. N.

Address

'.O. P.

A.--

K,

BROWN
P. & S. W.
Kl Paso Texas.

the seven months mentioned was 12.9S
At Roswell the average was 6.42,
being an increase of 3.70 over the a decrease of 4.99.
At El Paso the average was 3.55,
previous year.
At Albert the average was 15.14, a decrease of 3.26.
being an increase of 2.05.
At Bell Ranch the average was
At Cimarron the average was 10.86, 13.34, an increase of .93.
a decrease of 2.26.
At Los Lunas the average was 3.06,
At San Jon the average was 9.60. a decrease of 3.23.
At Carlsbad the average was 6.96. a
At Rivera the average was 5.07, a
decrease of 4.00.
decrease of 1.85.
At Fort Stanton the average was
At Duran the average was 7.56.
10.30, a decrease of 1.83.
At Fruitland the average was 4.18,
At Las Vegas the average was an increase of 1.25.
13.95, a decrease of 1.13.
At Raton the average was 19.31, an
A Religious Author's Statement.
At Santa Rosa the average was increase of 8.18.
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salis9.01, a decrease of 2.13.
At Clayton the average was 15.20, bury, N. C, who is the author of sevAt the Agricultural College the an increase of 1.59.
eral books writes: "For several years
average was 4.18, a decrease of 1.13.
At Frisco the average was 12.67.
I was a icted with kidney trouble and
last winter I was suddenly stricken
with a severe pain in my kidneys and
ALL WILL OBSERVE
was confined to bed eight days unTHANKSGIVING DAY. able to get up without assistance. My
urine contained a thick white sediPalace.
Mass st the Cathedral and Union Serv- ment and I passed same ' frequently
J. II. Herman, Wichita; C. M. Har-teday and night. I commenced taking
ices at the Presbyterian
Durango; J. P. Frentlaar, DenFoley's Kidney Remedy, and the pain
Church.
ver; O. O. Larson, Pueblo; F. V.
gradually abated and finally ceased
and my urine became normal. I cheer
Chicago; George D. Stateson,
At the several masses in the CaKansas City; William D. Clark, Kanfully recommend Foley's Kidney Rem'
sas City; A. O. Waha, Albuquerque; thedral on Sunday last the Very Rev. edy." Sold by all druggists.
John L. Zimmerman, Las Vegas; II. Vicar General
Fourchegu announced
A. Wood, Los Angeles; A. R. Widow- Notice for Publication.
that in accordance with the proclamaSan
S.
R.
son,
Francisco;
Herbert,
Small Holding Claim No. 1895.
tion
of
he
President desismatinz
Las Vegas; Miss Roche, St. Paul,
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
Minn.
Thursday, November 25th, as a day of Department of the Interior,
Claire.
national thanksgiving,
solemn high
United States Land Office.
H. C. Hefner, Denver; E. F. Howes, mass would be
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
9 a. m. on
celebrated
at
Alamosa; W. H. Carothers, Moriarty;
Notice
is hereby given that the folF. L. Burruss, Flora Burruss, Estan-cia- ; said day. In making the announce- lowing named
claimant has filed noment,
the
Reverend
Very
Father gave tice of his intention
A. P. Moore, Denver; G. M. Watto make final
ers, Denver; Jose D. Garcia, City; G. an extended explanation of the appro- proof- in support of his claim under
of
the
H. Pollard, Chicago; C. A. Sheppey, priateness
solemnity, and urged sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
his people to unite with their fellow
Kansas City.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
citizens in returning thanks to the
Coronado.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27
by
A. L. Munson, Las Vegas; J. T. ever merciful God for al the national Stats., 470), and that said
proof will
,Chostin, F. P. Chostin, Willard; Will- and personal blessings received from be made before Register or Receiver
iam Kennedy, Alamosa: H. B. Smith, His bounteous goodness during the U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
Santa Rosa; Vidal Velasquez, Lum-- j past year.
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
bre; C. Montoya, Cliff, Arizona; Gua-- ; At the Presbyterian church, on of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holddalupe Giron, Frank Giron, Durango; Thursday forenoon at ten o'clock, ing claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
E. F. Maxwell, Trinidad ; B. H. New-- j union services will be held.
15 N., R. 8 E., of the in. M. P. M.
In the public schools, articles for dolee, Las Vegas; J. Eggers, Albuquer
He names the following witnesses
nation to the poor are being gathered. to prove his actual continuous adverse
que.
The federal and territorial offices, possession of said tract for twenty
Modern.
George Harrington, Chicago; B. S. the postoffice and most of the business years next preceding the survey of the
Phillips, George Cole, Bucknian; E. places will be closed on Thursday. township, viz.:
D. Drumniond, Antonito; R. R. Green. There will be no issue of the New MexMartin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Las Vegas.
ican on that day.
Padilla and Cosine Baca, all of Ciene-ga- ,

s

s

at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is. $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. w. Stockard.
manager. Automobile Line.

r,

TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Nevada,

Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TI--

L

Via

t
Summer Tonrist Rates

R.

R

Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of
F H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
'
SANTA PR. N. M.

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

E

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest.
agcuiiHi uie allowance or said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea- sou uuuer me laws and regulations or
the interior department why such
Prove this to yourself by writing us to- proof should not be allowed will be
day for a tree sample, postpaid, of this given an opportunity at the
d
safe and speedy cure aroe
time
permanent,
to
and
place
f
i
matic!
healing. Or ask your
the witnesses of said claimiini.l'lill, favorite soothing,
Druggist for
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.'
Especially valuable In aural affections of children
Register.
mild, pure, and military. Specially recomnyiided by
physicians for children with cold in the head, which so
The seals and record book? for nooften brings on chronic nasal catariSi. Contains no harmful drugs. Sold only in sanitary; convenient tubes and
taries public for sale by the New
I trv.t'"llllt;illtl.i
III Ain. aim UiL IUUC9.
un .JU,WV U
Mexican Printing Company at very
I yours hasn't Kondon s, a 25c U(
or 60c tube will be sent you
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporpostpaid on receipt of price, or absolutely free sample by
ated companies are also handled. Call
Kondon Mia. Comoany.
KUnneaiioIls. Minn.
at or address the New Mexican Print
ing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

Catarrhal Deafness
Avoided and Cured

U. S. MAIL

AND PA SSENGER ROUTE,
Established Jan. 10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers over 30 house between

Service
Agents
these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
route
between Roswell and Full equipment of modern Cars In
Shortest
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert ChaufSanta Fe and all points in the
feurs in
Valley and western New Mex- reserver charge of every car. Seats
on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New
Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
50 Iba. Ant
Baggage allowance
Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Liberal Free Sample
I

r

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A, F. & A. M.
Reg
u1ar
communication
first Monday of each
month
at
Masonli
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIH
Worthy Master.

ALAN

7, l

'

McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday ol
each month at Masai
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDAI.I. w d
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.'
R- -

-

AUTOMOBILE

J. W. STOCKARD, manag:r

MASONIC

.

;

SOCIETIES

HjATEBBAt

H0TELARR1VALS

Santa Fe Commandery

No.

1. K. T.

Regular conclave
fourth Monday In
month at Masonic Hall, at

ec

7:30 p. m.

-

'"

..

'

H. F. STEPHENS, B.
PERCY F. KNIGHT. Recorder.

a
,

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
14th degree, Ancient and Accented
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening l
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-- .
many invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
icuciauie master.

,

HENRY F. STEPHENS
'

.

32,

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. a.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth. Wednesdays of each
month. ViRitlng brothers are Invite
and welcome.

J.

D. SENA,

DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

:

9

wwwwmwmwwww'wm
Knghts of Pythias,
Santa'Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights' ot
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st ana 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
ing lungnts invited to, attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.- -

j

THANKSGIVING
PROGRAM

F AGE
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Lconieio Apodaca
Boy
Busy School Room Clock

Indian
Song

Recitation

My

Thanksgiving "T".

WM1

.

F. Quintana

By Four Girls
Of the Kindergarten, First, Second, Recitation Fruit
Cooks
Thanksgiving
Jolly
Song
2
Third and Fourth Grades at
Recitation What is Thanksgiving For
O'clock Wednesday p. m.
Recitation The Nut Family.
Song Hurrah! for the Rainy Day
School
the
"America"
,
By
Calisthenic
Exercises.
'Father We Thank Thee" Song
Salute to the Flag.
.
Kindergarten
Miss
Room.
Kindergarten Song Stars and Sehnepple's
'The Leaves" Song
Flowers.. By School
"Little Housewives" Song
A Dream. .Frank Valencia
Six Little Girls Recitation
By Schcol j
Song
Dong
Ding
Martha Lucas
'Dusty Shoes"
Recitation
Day
Thanksgiving
Gardener"
"The Little
"
Almeida

H

See-Sa-

Manuel Pino
Clifford Hardy
School
America
Song
...Dana Pankey, John McConvery
Gutterman.
Miss
Ward
Second.
American Girls-Eug- enia
Parents and friends are invited to
Miller, Myrtle Whorley
exercises and it is hoped that
these
Susie Xormant.
will be on time as indicated in
they
Salute to Flag.
the program.
Tableau The First

Repre
sentative growers and shippers of
Montana,
Oregon, Utah, California,
Idaho, Washington and British Colum-- '
in
bia decided at their convention
Spokane November 16 to 18, to recomto the Lafean
an
mend
amendment
A Story of the First Thanksgiving
to adopt the
Gladys Whittier bill, urging Congress
northwestern apple box as the gov- for
Thanksgiving
Song Preparing
Winchester-busheNine Girls ernment standard a'.d the
standard.!
measmement
the
Thanksgiving in Other Lands
fruit.-Paul Walter Sections of the bill relating to
be
will
supwere
and
praised
grading
Song Making Pumpkin Pies
W. K. Newell, president of
ported.
Elliott,
Gertrude
Ada Rodriguez,
the Oregon Horticultural Union, was
Emma Krick.
chairman, the secretary being L. F.
Grandma's..
at
Thanksgiving Day
Lettie Stevens Henderson of Moscow, Idaho. The
of
12 Boys committee on records is composed
Song Thanksgiving Joys
G.
L.
L.
J.
Wash.,
Dumas,
Dayton,
Room Four
Song Be Thankful
Monroe, Spokane, and L. F. HenderGrammar Rooms, 3 p. m.
Five Grades son, Moscow.
Song America
The growers have named a strong
Solo
Evelyn McBride.
Piano
delegation headed by Mr. Dumas,
Recitation "The Thankful Girl"
Bessie Herlow. president of the Washington State
Horticultural Association, to attend
Song "Thanksgiving Song" . .
Show at
Fifth Grade the Colorado National Apple
3 to 8, 1910,
Colo.,
Denver,
January
Pilgrims.
"Thankssivinar Story" ..
enlist the fruit growers of Colofownsend, Gordon! and
and New Mexico in the crusade.
rado
dine Owen, Doro-- ;
J. F. Brown, representing the Colod Hamel and Be- rado show, addressed the convention
and favored the plan.
;ner, Oliver Loom- Carload shipments, of prize fruit
shown ai-- the Spokane apple show will
Almeta, Norment. be sent to the Denver show, accom
.James Raynolds. panied by delegates from the various
.William Grassa. districts in the northwest, who will
Thanks for
"Give
Recitation
advocate the adoption of the recom.. Fred Gutterman. mendations. A committee to be apWhat?"
Recitation "The Thanksgiving Turpointed will wait upon the congressAnnie Kaune. ional representation in each of the
key"
five states interested and urge conRecitation "Thankful"
Albert Wheelon. gressmen to work for the bill. Brith-is... .Ruth Moore.
Columbia growers will lend their
Piano Solo
Recitation "The Pumpkin"
support by recommendations to parClaredia Griffin. liament, although not, in the Northwest Horticultural Union.
Recitation "The Turkey's Solilo- Western apples will be packed in
Alta Sanford.
quy"
three grades in the future, these being
Recitation "The First ThanksgivCarrol Failor. named "extra fancy," "choice" and
ing Day" ...
Ruth Safford. "orchard run." The purpose is to proViolin Solo
tect the buyers and consumers, help
Birds
Snow
"The
Recitation
Thanksgiving" . . .'Mariam Wasson. the growers and promote the industry.
This was decided at a meeting of
Song "My Country" .
200
Grades.
Seventh
Sixth and
growers representing every comDialogue . . . .Eighth and Ninth Grades mercial district in the northwest, in
the Washington state armory in Spo
"The Girls' Improvement Club"
Gertrude Gormley, Dorothy Hay- - kane on November 17. E. T. Balch,
Michael, Anita representing the Wenatchee district,
ward, Carolyn
on
Baca, Ruth McBride, Helen" Win- was chairman of the committee
ters; Tony Luna, Wallace Fiske, rules, the other members being C. H.
Charles Elliott, William Goebel, Sproat, Hood River district; Q. E.
Robert Willison, Donald Smythe. Whistler, southern Oregon district; J.
Song "Jubilate"
L. Dumas, president of the WashingEighth and Ninth Grades ton State Horticultural Association,
Junior Class Exercises 3 p. m.
Walla Walla district, and H. M. GilEssay How Thanksgiving Days Were bert, Yakama valley district. The folObserved in the Olden Times
lowing resolution, was adopted:
Harold Stephens
Whereas, It is clearly apparent that
Declamations
the boxed apples growers of the Pacific
John Windsor, Felicitus Kaune,
northwest should work together to muNellie Harrison.
tual advantage for our rapidly increasQuestion for Debate: "Resolved, That
ing industry; and
Thanksgiving Day Brings More EnWhereas, There ia great confusion
Christmas
Than
Day"..
joyment
in
the naming of the grades in the difAffirmative rMaude Palmer, Arthur
ferent districts, mystifying the buyers,
Elliott.
and consumers, greatly to
Negative Dorothy Griffin, Josephine shippers
the disadvantage of the industry;
Cunningham.
therefore be it
Decision of Judges.
Resolved, That we, the undersigned
Second Ward School 2 p. m.
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Edison Amberol Records by
HARRY LAUDER
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run."
Third

That where the words "extra fancy" are stamped on the box, it
shall signify that the apples when
packed were sound, uniformly graded,
as to size in each box, smooth, practically free from bruises, worms, worm
stings or disease, and have reasonably
proper shape for the variety, full matured. All red varieties in this gride
shall be at least 50 per cent red, except Spitzenburg, Winesap, Jonathan
and Arkansas Black, which shall be at
least 70 per cent red. Yellow Xewtohs,
White Winter Pearmains, Grimes'
"Winter
Golden, Bellfiower, Artleys,
Bananas and Red Cheek Pippins will
be allowed in this grade.
Fourth The "choice" grade shall
consist of apples sound, uniformly
graded as to size in each box, free
from any breaks in the skin of black
bruises, also free from worms or any
disease which materially injures the
quality of the apple.
Fifth Where for any reason the
grower or packer does not desire to
use the "extra fancy" or "choice"
grades, we recommend the varieties
be packed in one grade, termed "orchard run." The apples in this grade
shall be practically free from worms,
or any disease which materially injures the quality of the apple, and shall
or less
not be smaller than five-tie- r
than two inches in diamater.
It was also decided to publish the
rules in pamphlet form for distribution to growerspackers and buyers.

His Family Was Much Distressed by
His Pugilistic Prowess and
Victories.

.1.

practice

H. Rico.

M. D.,

$?,.2", plus IT cents postage; full sheep.

.
Address
plus 'Jo cents
all orders to The New Mexican Printing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

$1.0(1,

Swanre

reached and Ihto the 1rakman compelled his victim to get. busy, to shovel
coal and help out the fireman. This
alluring task was his nntil Uimy was
r ached, the Santa Fe man, shoveling
ct.al constantly and presenting a fastidious appearance rigged up in his
Sunday clothes and a derby hat. When
La my was reached, he at once purchased a ticket and reached home a sadder
but a wiser num.

T'.alie
Premier
King. Me L'p Heaven, Please, Central

Quartette
y,n Oak'and

Lincoln Centenn.al

March

.

r.irIAre"!ou?S,Va?

fun

i'roS

Lily

ttl? l"?.

Carolina Brown Two-Ste- p
National

NOTICE

BY

PUBLICATION.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.

'.Val'stearl

(Lndn)

i!-tat:e-

Foley's Kidney Remedy .viii cure
any case of kidney or bladder trouble
that is not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures backache and irregularities that if neglected minht result in
Hi ruin's Disease or diabetes.
Sold by
all dniKKists.

William J. Preston, Plaintiff,
vs.
No. 6r31.
Kva L. Preston, Defendant.
In the District Court of the First
Judicial District of the Territory of
New Mexico, sitting within and for
the county of Santa Fe.
The said. defendant. Eva L. Preston,
is hereby notified that a complaint
has been filed asainst her in the District. Court fcr the county of Santa
Fe, and Territory aforesaid, that being
the court in which said case is pending, by said plaintiff William J. Preston, the general object of said action
being the securing of a divorce by the
said plaintiff, William J. Preston from
the said defendant, Eva L. Preston, on
the grounds of desertion and abandonment, as will more fully appear by
reference to the complaint filed in
said cause, and unless you enter your
appearance in the said cause on or before the 11th day of January, 1910.
judgment will be rendered against
you in said cause by default. Messrs.
Hanna & Wilson, of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, are attorneys for plaintiff.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of suid District Court, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this ICth day of November, A ' D.,
'

MililBry Ban1

F.dison Phonographs . . $12.50 to $125.00
Standard Records . . . . . . . .35c
She's My Daisy
Amberol Records (twice as long) . . . 50c
I've Loved Her Ever Since She Was a Baby
Bonnie Leezie Lindsay
Grand Opera Records
75c
dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and hear the Edison Phonograph play
Thurr-2''EisonJ
both isaison Standard and Amberol Records. Get complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 75 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.
We desire good live dealers to sell Edison Phonographs in every town There we are not now
well represented. Dealers having established stores should write us at once.

"extra fancy," "choice" and "orchard

,

The Spanish edition of the 19fi!)
Liws of New Mexico are now ready
for '.delivery.
Price: Paper cover,

Wheelet and Harrv Anthony
' - G. . .
.
Josic Sadier
the Prairie Medley
American Symphony Orchestra
10?f0 Let's Co into a Picture Show . Byron (". Harlan
1W"0 Shadows
Anthonv and Harrison
1!roke
Edward Meeker
The ankee Shuffle
Sousa's Band
Foolish Questions
Billy Murray
loiT How Do ou Do, Miss Josephine ?
1
Ia,r,,an
"J1'"
r..

,,.r

ln-s:--

AAA

M

Edison Concert Hand
You Can't Stop Me From Loving You
Manuel Romain
I'm ('.nine to Do What I Please . - Ada Jones
Mendelssohn's Spring Song
Victor Herbert and His Orchestra
In tIie Shadow of the Carolina Hills
Arthur C I lough

mm Jjreaniiad Faces
Klizabeth
,nfn P. I. of- N D and
joi6H

Ail

AGENTS WANTED Everywhere;
.selling eiiiiiioidered waist patterns,
novelties and ladies' neckwear; easy
money for yon ; write for Catalogue G.,
Leopold Mandel Co., 721 Broadway,
New York.

While Shepherds Watched

V

10376

J

mf

M

thJrU3

of Dreams
K,lzabch Wheeler and llnrry Anthony
altz Caprice . . Samuel Siepeland Key II. liutm
and Chorus
Paddy Duffy s Cart . Edward M.
Annie Laurie
Knickerbocker Quartette
Manhattan Beach and El Capitan Marches
Suusa's P.and
In the Gloaminc .
.
. Will Oakland
and Chorus
He was a Wonderful Man
Ada Jones and Billy Murrav
Medley of Country Dances. . Eugene A. lamia
Strawberries
rthur Collins
To Thee Waltz
New York Military Band

ims
U070

to

a

i;m'. Okla.

Standard

M3

Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Is created
from pure parched grains, malt, nuts,
Recitation
Thanksgiving Letters committee representing the exhibitors, etc. no real coffee in it. Fine in
Recitation WTiat I Am Thankful For, apple growers and apple shippers of flavor is "made in a minute." No
the Pacific northwest, recommend to 20 or 30 minutes tedious bailing.
F. Varela.
Recitation
The Makers of Thanks-- , our districts:
Sample free. Frank Andrews.
First That our apples be placed in
giving.
Anita Ortiz three grades.
Puritan Maid
HOW JEFFRIES DEVELOPED .
Second That said grades be named
Frank Quintana
Jack Frost . .
AS A PRIZE FIGHTER.

S tripling Burrows & Co. ,Druggists,

w

106

j

Because it removes the cause. We have not known a case wherein
it did not succeed. But if it should not in your case, we will return
your money. This is a genuine offer and should be accepted.

-

iij',

j

l.or;itiiin

John-su-

Out Tomorrow

Angels from the Realms ol G!": y
Kdi-.nConcert Hand
When the Evening Bells are I liiniintr Songs
of Auld Lang Syne
Manuel Kotnain
07 Bach's Air
Victor Herbert and His Orchestra
08 Down Where the Big Uananas
.n.w
loilins and Harlan
509 Life's Hichwav
A.ia Jones and Chorus
510 The Bride of the Waves
Herbe-- t I. Clarke
i i
,i rV?c
M'llr
'
v
cddine . Ada Jor.esaml i . Spencer
Zi
SIS Selection from "The Gay IIusars"
American Symphony Orchestra

j

are cured to stay cured by

WAXTEI

A

114

Mi

FOR SALE A s cond-haiisteaiu
boiler in good condition. It will be
dispose,' of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing Company.

Amberol

23.

Two rooms.
Mrs. if.iyr.es.

,

to

-

for DECEMBER

--

Representative Growers of Northwest
Advocate That Congress Adopt
Standard.

COUGHS, COLDS AND BRONCHITIS

i,..h-

lu. tliciiic.

-

Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Song
First and Second Grades FAVOR UNIFORM SYSTEM
OF APPLE PACKING.
Third Grade.

Nov.

end!.

A

FOR KENT OR SALE
J. I!. Sloan.

is

Boys

Wash.,

strtM-t-

music good music to
THERE the
away
long evening, enter- tain fmesfS- -J keen
nennle hnme
-' the vnnnojv
liven up an entertainment or furnish
music for a dance, in these new Edison
Records, both Standard and Amberol.

Sanchez

Josefita
Pilgrims in America
Ten Girls
Exercise
Thanksgiving
Robt.
Raynolds
Katherine Andrews,
Recitation The Last Turkey

Spokane,

U'AXTKI)

I

;

School
Bugle Song
John Whittier
Lost The Summer
The First Thanksgiving
Carlton Failor
School
Give Thanks
Yetta Krick
A Good Thanksgiving
The Turkey's Conundrum
Kenneth Law
The First Thanksgiving Day.. School
'
Fourth Grade.
Room 4
Thanksgiving Song
The Festival Month . .Bennie Watson

n

"If3

FOR RENT

Four Little Boys November Exercise Francisco
Wind"
"Old Man Named
Velma Parson, Juanita Sena and
'
Katherine Van Stone
Ramona Ortiz.
Kindergarten Recitation
Song
My Turkey. .Josefita Sena
2nd
Thanksgiving History 1st and
By School
Song
Grades.
,
Six Boys
Exercise
Frost
Jack
Frances Mayes
Little English Girl
School
We
The
of....
Sing
Song
Day
English Children in Holland
Bells
the
Recitation
Ring
Annie Lucas, George Hayward
.

SEVEN

t
with some of the boys," Webb
continued, "but he was finally preGLEANINGS BY A
vailed upon for a 'go' and won easily.
He put his opponent out in short orPERIPATETIC PEN
der in the second fight, and it took
more than 10 minutes to revive the
H. R. H.
loser. His work became the talk of
the town and soon got to the boy's: Not His Kind of Box Party Mixfamily, who, though poor, were proud ing telephone numbers is often
and did not relish the idea of developif not disastrous. Last
ing a fighter.
Friday a local party called up what he
"One of his two sisters, now mar- supposed to be Fischer's drug store
ried to a business man of Los Ange- wanting to get tickets for "Scenes in a
les, came to my store a short time Union Depot." Hearing: a "hello" at
after the second fight and drove me the other end the party inquired: "Can
out of the back door with a broom, I get a box for two, tonight," The voice
1909.
saying that her family resented our at the other end replied: "We don't
FRANK W. SHEARON,
activities in trying to 'make a pugilist have boxes for two." "Why isn't this
Clerk.
(SEAL)
out of the boy. But when we became the Fischer
drug store?" inquired the
By Ed. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
better acquainted there was, many a first
party. "No," came the answer,
hearty laugh over our first meeting.
"this is an undertaking establishTickling, tight Coughs, can be surely
"When Corbett and Fitzsimmons ment." The
party that wanted tickets and quickly loosened with a prescripwere matched, Jeff was taken on as a
collapsed.
tion druggists are dispensing everysparring' partner by the former on my
where as Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy.
recommendation. In the first round
Local Talent Plays Fireman
That And it is so very different than comJeff knocked Corbett down and then
citizens, Santa Fe mon cough medicines. No Opium, no
jumped through the ropes, saying he among its many
, possesses at least one man who is an Chloroform,
he
absolutely nomlng harsh
kill
the
However,
champion.
might
went back when it was explained; adept at coaling a railroad engine, be- or unsafe. The tender leaves of a
that he was to let Corbett do the came known yesterday through an in- harmless, lung healing mountainous
punching, saying: 'I can whip Corbett cident that occurred south of the city. shrub, gives the curative properties to
now and I'll be able to lick Fitz in In the afternoon, Sunday, a couple of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. Those
men arrived in town and wished to go leaves have the power to claim the
two years.' The rest is history."
to Cerrillos where they intended to de- most distressing Cough and to soothe
liver an automobile which they had and heal the most sensitive bronchial
A CARD
Not knowing the way they membrane.
sold.
Mothers should, for safe
This is to certify that all druggists
one to direct them. ty's sake alone, always demand Dr.
are authorized to refund your money if Asought to find some
local business man not having any- Shoop's. It can with perfect freedom
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
thing
particular to do, agreed to ride be given to even the youngest babies.
the
cold.
It
or
stops
your cough
in
machine and show the way. Af- Test it yourself and seel Sold by
the
and
prevents
cough, heals the lungs
Co.
serious results from a cold, prevents ter a three hours' ride, Cerrillos was
Con- reached and the business man bade
and consumption.
pneumonia
e
Notice for Publication.
stating that he
tains no opiates. The genuine is in the autoists
an
intended
substitutes
Refuse
oncoming
taking
freight Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
a yellow package.
'
train wirich would carry him as far as j
8111.
Sold by all druggists.
Lamy. Boarding the freight, he soon Department of the Interior.
ensconced himself comfortably in one
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE.
of the box cars. He was dreaming
October 27. 1909.
To Whom it May Concern:
Notice is hereby .given that Manuel
away happily when Kennedy was
The United States Bank and Trust reached. At this point, the brakeman Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N.
Company and the Santa Fe Irrigation of the train rudely interrupted his M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
and Improvement Company and the slumbers and asked for his ticket. Not Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
National Mortgage and Bond Com- receiving a ticket the brakeman rough-- ; 8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
pany, by their duly accredited and au- ly commanded the box car tourist to Section 3, Township 14 N., Range 11
thorized agent, G. F. Flick, of Santa get up and follow him forward. The E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Me. New Mexico, hereby notify all in coal car of the train was quickly of intention to make final five
year
terested parties that they w'ill not bej
to establish claim to the land
proof,
responsible for any debts of any naabove described before the Register
ture whatsoever incurred by Sten
or Receiver, U. SLand Office, at SanLund or contracted by him, and that
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
no warrants, pay checks or merchanDecember, 19"09.
dise checks will be honored by the
Claimant names as witnesses:
above companies when signed by the
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose
I
"I have been using Cascarets for
said Sten Lund or any agent of said
Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all ot
Sten Lund without the countersign ap- somnia, with which I have been afilici;
New Mexico.
for twenty years, and I can say that Ca.
of
try-ou-

Spokane, Wash., Nov. 23. "Jeffries
will give Johnson a worse beating
than he did that boy from whom he
won his first fight down in Los Angeles, in 1887, when ne scored in
three rounds and carried, home a
purse of $7.50. His next fight may
take longer, but it will net him ten
thousand times more money."
the undersigned.
This i3 the opinion of John Wrebb, proval
G. F. FLICK,
a business man of Spokane, until reStates Bank
United
President
of
the
a
of
Butte and before that
cently
and ,Trust Co.
resident of Los Angeles, who claims
to be the pugilistic father of the
President of the Santa Fe Irrigation
and Improvement Co.
"Jeff demurred at first when we
Agent of the National Mortgage and
him to the boxing club for a
Bond Co.

i

Stripling-Burrow-

s

good-by-

j

),

I

Cow-spring-

carets have given me more relief than an
other remedy I have ever tried. I shu
certainly recommend them to my friemi
as being all that they are represented. "
Thos. Gillard, Elgin, 111.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c, 50e. Never sold in bulk. Tho (readme tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
924
cure or your money back.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

s

Register.
cures
Honey and Tar
the
quickly, strengthens
lungs and expels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow package. Sold by all
Foley's

coughs

druggists.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR

HANKSGIVIN
DINNER

T

today, where a robbery of $400 from-th- aged 20, to Rosario Martinez, aged 24,
both of Chimayo; Carnielita Roibal,
post safe occurred.
TOPICS
Juan Marquez up for Threats With aged 23 to Narciso Martinez, aged 26,
&.
Deadly Weapon Juan Marquez was both of Hobart, N. M.; Helena Archuarrested at Albuquerque for wander- leta, aged 36, to Luis Chaves, 49, both
PI
ing into the house of Carlos Armijo of San Pedro; Jose Dolores Garcia,
Denver, Colo., .Nov. 23.
Forecast for New Mexico. Fair X searching for Porfirio Carbajal whom aged 5V, to Juiianita, Atencio Maestas
15, both of San Pedro;
David
weather tonight and
ednes- - V he intended to fill with bullets from aged
to
21,
Maria
Josefina
Trujillo,
aged
day with stationary tempera- - X the Winchester he was carrying.
Brakeman Crushed Between Bump-- ! Sandoval, aged 17, both of Las
lure.
ers Charles W. Elliott, a Santa Fej
fireman living at Gallup, yesterday lost
FOR SALE The Kinsell
SENATORS WERE
Candy
si ore at a bargain. Your opportunity his life at Suwanee, near AlbuquerGREATLY PLEASED.
.
his head crushed be-- j
to get into a good paying business on que, having
tween
the bumpers of two freight cars.
a small investment. Call at the Candy
(Continued From Page One)
He leaves a wife and two children.
Store.
Drunk
in
Ends
Murder Pedro Agui-- '
Williams and Rising, the new livery
tion County Supterintendent George
firm, keep one hack at the barn for lar, who was shot by Deputy Sheriff Burch.
Charles White at Tularosa, Saturday,
calls, for "Particular People."
III.
Watch for our announcement of the night, while the latter was drunk, hasj The Teachers' Reading Circle.
fight, also the Passion died. White,' who was also shot dur1.
Aims and Advantages
of the
play. These films are very good and ing th fray, has been arrested by Sher- Reading Circle. Paper Mrs. Fannie
j
iff Denny of Alamogordo.
everyone should see then).
Contract Awarded for Bridges The Highsmith.
Caught in the Act James Brady
Discussion
Lewis R- Haight, Miss
board
of county commissioners of
and his pal were arrested at AlbuquerMarion
Blanchard.
que yesterday while ia the act of rob- Bernalillo county today awarded the
2.
The Territorial Reading Circle
.Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Com-- '
bing a grocery store.
Texts Adopted, Methods of
Work,
Kansas, the
Telegraph Wires Down The Asso- pany of Leavenworth,
Given.
Credits
Study,
contract
for
two
the
steel
of
building
ciated Press service is curtailed toMiss Clara Zimmerman.
Paper
Rio
Bare-- !
over
the
at
Grande
bridges
day because of wires being down east
Discussion
Miss Helen Davis,
las and near Alameda for $S1,S7:.
o! here on account of a heavy storm.
Aragon.
Fair
Continues
Weather
The
preAt
the Elks hall
Meeting Tonight
3.. Review of the Reading Circle,
tonight Camp 13514 Modern Woodmen diction for tonight and tomorrow by Tests, Civics and Health Teaching a
of America will hold a regular meet- the weather bureau is fair weather.
District School, The Recitation.
ing. All members are requested to be Yesterday the maximum temperature
Papers Miss Olive V. Smith, Miss
52 degrees.
min- - j
was
the
Last
night
present.
Albinita
i m um
Page.
41
was
The
Barn Destroyed by Fire The big
degrees.
relative!
Discussion Luke Jackson, Moise
barn in the rear of the residence of W. humidity at 6 p. in. was 44 per cent,
P. McDonald at Albuquerque, was de- The wind attained a velocity of 2G Sanchez.
Piano Solo Miss Olive V. Smith.
stroyed by fire last night. The loss is miles from the north yesterday.
.Second Day Forenoon.
Due
Now
of
Taxes
;
The first half
$500.
IV.
Noon Arrivals Palace: O. H. Knif-fen- , the taxes of 1909 is due and those not
Common
The
School Course of
1
i
will be delinDenver; J. O. Eaton, Cerrillos; paid by December
Claire :: Mrs. J. W. Morris, El Paso; quent. Of course, the taxes for 1907, Study.
Question Is it Possible or Desirable
M. and 190S have been due a good long'
Frank K. Romero, Magdalena;
while and the "honor" roll of those to Make all Instruction in the Rural
Aragon, A. Aragon, N. M.
Sisneros Sentenced Judge Ira A. who haven't paid will be published' Schools Conform to a Uniform Course
Abbott at Albuquerque,
yesterday inside of a week. Holtentotts pay no of Study? Charles L. Schreck.
Piscuission Mrs. S. F. Becket, L. C.
to six taxes, but who wants to be a Hott'en-Nicolas
Sisneros
sentenced
Mahana.
months in jail for assault but sus- tott?
j
V.
pended sentence during good behaJudgment for Manhoub In the disGive an Illustrated Lesson in Sixth
vior.
trict court at Albuquerque yesterday,
.
Reader Juan J. Clancy.
Clovis Had Another Big Fire
Judge Ira A. Abbott entered judgment
Discussion
Miss Bessie Wisdom, G.
Curry county, had a big fire yester- lor $700 and costs in the case of Jos-- '
,
;
day which destroyed half a block of epph Mahboub, administrator of the W. Martinez.
Afternoon.
business bouses. It originated in a estate of Nabor Luna vs. The Santa Fe
Piano Solo Miss Marion Blanchard.
hotel. But little insurance was car- Railway Company. Luna was killed
1. Education is
nk
Morris.
ried.
cut-ofat Eden, on the Belen
while
Discussion J. G. Marquez, FrancisFootball Game On Thanksgiving working as a section hand. The judgday at three o'clock in the afternoon ment was the result of a compromise. co Sanchezi
2.
there will be a foot ball game beSchool Concerts, Holiday ExerThe change of
tonight at
tween the New Mexico football team the Elks theater pictures
School Societies, Etc., As a
cises,
are exceptionally
and the second team of the IT. S. In- good.
Cockadoodles is a laugh Means of Creating School Interest in
Paper
dian School. Admission will be fifteen from strat to finish. The feature film j the Community Miss Mary Lou Todd.
cents.
and twenty-fivDiscussion J. W. Compton, W. H.
Kentucky Planter or Night Riders in
Special matinee Thursday afternoon Kentucky promises to be one of the Highsmith.
3 p. m. Adults 10c; children 5c. Come
we have ever shown,
best
3.
Formulate Ten Important Quesand have a good laugh. After eating these pictures
with two other good subjects' tions Which the Teacher Must Solve,
that big Thanksgiving dinner.
makes this bill very strong. Illustrated! To be Answered by the Teachers-Mis- ses
Held for Investigation Sergeants song "My Mother Was a Northern!
Una May Shane, Pelagia Baca.
Major Barkley, Sergeant Folsom and Ladj." Prices remain the same, 10c j 4. Suggestions for the Improvement
Private Smith of Troon I, Third cav- any seat. Show from 7:30 to S: 45.
of Our School Another Year E. G.
4
alry, three of ten men detained at
Cupid Working Overtime The pro-- ! Smith.
Albuquerque on request from Fort hate c.lerlf... tnrtav fcsiiprf tli Mlnmino!
Discussion Chas. Barnhart, B.- F.
twllUHUlft
.. Wingate, were taken back to the post marriage licenses: Juanita Espinoza, Wrilson, Max
Gallegos.
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We will have every thing you will want

TURKEYS,

j

GEESE,

I

'

DUCKS

CHICKENS,

(Jans-Nelso-

All Kinds of Fresh Meats, Vegetables

Craa berries,

Osjters Fish etc.

P. S. Turkeys are going to be very scarce. So get
your order in early and get a good one.

HMD

PHONE

NO. 92.

e

i

II

i

T

S

PHONE
NO. 92.

Grocery

g

nTTI

i

Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

-

BARS GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP
'.25c
'
i!
PEARL WHITE
.'
25c
" DIAMOND "C"
25c
Every ona kaowns what the Diamond "C" is

9
ti
7

.

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
15 lbs. for.... ....25c
100 lbs for
..1;30
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - - - 20c

i

Clo-vis-

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Wiaesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter M. Blush

THE ONLY BAKER if
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Phone

No.

4.

F. Andrews,.

Phone

Life-'-Fra-

f,

No. 4

e

j

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS. BEST"

WOOL

MARKET IS

Buyers Have Been Uhabl to Secure
Concessions and Dealers Look
for Higher Prices.

BostonNov. 23. Owing to the unusually small selection in the hands
of dealers, the local wool market is
very quiet. Buyers have been uuam
to obtain concessions as the dealers
are looking for higher prices. Stocks
are very low and territory wool is in
small supply. Three-eigri.t- s
Wyoming
sells moderately
for thirty cents.
ashed Delaine is nomma.ly quiet at.
thirty-nin- e
to forty cents. California
samples are coming in freely.

MARKET KbPORT
MONEY AND METALS.

New York, Nov.

dollars
ison

'ZS.

Prime paper

4

Z(ah-2--

43; Amalgamated

.v.

I

j

TO)

1

is

-

r

silver

50

3--

,

WOOL MARKET- St. Louis, Nov. 23. Wool nominal,
Territory and western mediums 24
29; fine mediums 2226; fine 1420.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111.. Nov. 22. WheatDec.
108
May 106.
Corn Dec. 60; May 61
Oats Dec. 39; May 41
(S
Pork Jan. $20.90; May $20.15.
Lard Nov. $13.2025; Jan. $11.95.
Ribs Nov. $11.55; Jan. $10.75.
LIVE STOCK.
Nov. 23. Cattle Re111.,
Chicago,
ceipts, 8,000; market steady. Beeves
$3.859.00; Texas steers $3.704.70;
western steers $4.007.25; stockers
and feeders $2.105.60; cows and heifers $3.105.25; calves $6.008.50.
Sheep
Receipts 28,000; market
steady. Natives $2.754.90; western
5--

3-- 4

7--

$2.904.90;
$5.256.40;
yearlings
native $4.757.40;
Western

lambs
$1.75

7.25.

Kansas City,

Mo., Nov. 23. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
18,000, including 800 south-

erns. Market steady to 10 cents lower.
Native steers :$4.808.60;
southern

steers $3.405.40; southern steers
$3.405.40; southern cows $2.654;
native cows and heifers $2.256.00;
stockers and feeders $3.005.10; bulls
$2.804.00; calves $4.007.50; western steers $4.005.60; western cows
$.'.754.50.

(f

LOST Pocketbook containing $70
and postage sftamps. Finder return
to Delgado Bros, and get $10 reward.

(f

There is nothing in a fancy or catchy name, it neither improves poor shoes nor does it detract from the merit of
of good ones.
Yet really good Shoes require no such
fantastic attachment.
V
-

Ulir Shoes innri Nhnfis. Rest. Nhnps

And Your Money Back i

.a

Anything
REGISTER-- 0

Our Household

We handle the best makes in the World
The latest of H ANNAN & SON Shoes

$6.00. $6.50 & $7.00
The FLORSHEIM SHOE
.

Atch-

89

2

We Continue to Sell Shoes or Man, Women and Childreans Shoes

a

money
Mexican

;

-

mm

;

New York Central 1311-Southern Pacific 128
Union Pacific 1211-2- ;
Steel 88
pfd. 125.
New York, Nov. 22. Copper wear,
standard spot $13.0013.50; Dec. $13
13.37
lead quiet $4.37
1191-8-

It is the Quality, Stvl e and Fit of Our
Shoes That Satisfies our Patrons
'"

Call

I

Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt Service:
W. H. Kerr Agt Santa Pe
Phone 122 Red

F

19C9.

RATHER QUIET.

i

n

Hi-lari- o

jo"! CASH

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23,

'

$5.50

r

AMERICAN GENTLEMAN SHOES

$3.50 $4.00 $4 50 & $5.00

Shoe

'

'

QV

41

Goes Wrong
For WOMEN AMERICAN LADY SHOES

$3.00 $3.50 & $4.00

For

0

'.;v

SECURITY SCHOm
CHILDREN

X

wopq mo

$1.25 $2.00 $2.50 & $3.50
We Guarantee every Shoe we sell at
Eastern Prices and Guarantee the Quality
i

NAT HKfeN SALih O 11

santa fe.
tvj NEW
MEXICO.

I

